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Ihe purpose of this technical paper is to provide pavement specialists with
the latest information regarding trends in tire pressures and the effects of
increased tire pressure on pavement parformnce. The format consists of
questions and answers to four of the most cmnly asked questions by pavsment
engineers.

1. Has there been an increase in tire inflation pressure since the AASD Road
!hst?

Cold inflation pressures for tires used at the AASHO Road Test conducted
between 1958 and 1960, were 75 psi for the 7.5 to 11-inch tires and 80 psi
for the 12-inch bias ply tires. The'tire pressures are recamended cold
inflation pressures for specified wheel loads, ranging frm about 3000
pounds for the 7.5-inch tires to about 6800 pounds for a 12.00x24-inch
tire. Hottirepressures were typically 9 to 20 psihigher thanthe cold
pressures and averaged 11 psi higher. Hot tire pressures for the heavier
wheelloadswouldthereforehave averaged about85 to 90 psialthmqh
pressures fran 23 to 130 psi were reported. It was noted at the Road Test
that tire pressures increased graduallywith truck operationbut
stabilized after 90 minutes.

A 1987 nationwide tire pressure survey cooperatively done by the F'HW and
Statemtor carrier safety organizations, shm&that81percent of the
5040 hot tire pressures measured fell in the range of 85 to 115 psi.
While the size and type of tire was not recorded in this survey, it is
estirmtedthat70percmtof the tires were radials. Contactwith tire
manufacturers indicate that75 percent of all trucktires IXJW sold are
steel-beltedradialswithmxmmded cold inflation pressures of 95 to
100 psi.

Tire pressure surveys done in.Canada, Florida, Illinois, KMtucky,
New Mexico, and Oregon, in 1985 and 1986, involving more than 4000 trucks
showad average hot radial tire pre.ssures.of between 96 and 107 psi.

Itshouldbe notedthatradial tire pressures areapproximately5psi
higher than bias ply tire pressures for the same wheel load. While radial
tires flex more during operation, less heat is generated due to their
radial ply construction. To cccfpensate for the lower operating
teqxxatureof radialtires,mahufacturers recmmend higher inflation
pressure which reduces tire deflection, and equalizes the footprint
between radials and bias ply tires.

The Wsconsin Department of Transportation did a detailed survey of 6780
truck tires in 1987 that showed 93 percent of hot tire pressures fell
bet- 85 and 115 psi. The average hot tire pressure was about 100 psi.
Wisconsin found that 12 percent of tractor semitrailer tires were
mainflated and14 percentmre underinflated. In the national survey
sponsor& by FHNA, 11 percentwere overinflatedand percent~e
underinflated. Over- and underinflatim were defined as plus or minus
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10 psiwith respect to the tire mnufacturer's recorrmended inflation
pressure. Ran this infomWiOn, it does not appear that truck &iv-s
are intentionally overinflating their tires.

Themst camun tire size reported in the Wisconsin survey was an U-inch
tire on a 24.5-inch rim follcxed by an ll-inch tire on a 22.5-inch rim.

The Tire and Rim Association publishes recamandd tire sizes and rraximum
cold inflation pressures for various tire lmds. A cmparison of
recamended tire pressures for the years 1930, 1969, and 1985 show only
mdest increases in inflation pressure for given loads. For example, the
re tire pressure for a lo-inch tire to carry 4000 pounds is
65 psi for all 3 years. The zcmnended tire pressure for a ll-inch tire
to any 5000 pxnds was 70 psi in 1930, and 80 psi in 1969 and 1985. For
a 6000~pound load on a 120inch tire, the remmended inflatim pressure
was 80 psi in 1930 and 90 psi in 1969 and 1985.

.

The1974 Hi-y Act raised the singleaxlemaximm weight limit fran
18,000 pounds to 20,000 pounds, the tandem axle weight limit frun 32,000
pounds to 34,000 pOunds, and established a maximm
80,000 pounds.

gross kght limit of
These increases inallmableweightlimits have resulted

in gradually~incseasing truck weights and 18,000-pound equivalent single
axle loads. Ebrexaqle, on the rural Interstate Systxn, the average
n~ofequivalentsingleaxlelaadshasbeen~~ingabout7percent
per year, between 1970 and 1985. ArecentstudybyTkmsA&MUniversity
efititled"ImprcnredpredictionofFAL"suggeststhatthisincreaseisdue
touseofl;rrg~trucksratherthananincreaseintruckloads.

Inccmclusicn, tire pressures forgivmloadratedtires havenat changed
lKUchcJvSthe1ast50years. Duetotheincreaseinloadbeingczrried
andtheuseofradial tires, fleettbepressures have increasedabout
10 to 20 psi~canparedtotirepressuresattheAASW)RoadTest.

2. Doesanincxease i n  t i r e  pm&&e accelerate pavatwt deterioratim?

There-&e six recent Studies that suggest flmciblepavemmtdeterioratim
isacceleratedbybxeasedtirepressure. This is especially true for
thin pwemnts, i.e., AC surface came 1to3inChesinthickness.
RE sixstudiesueredcneattheUniversities of Kentucky,Munich, Texas,
andwaterloo (Canada), tiattheMassachusetts Instituteof Wchnology
and Texas A6$1 university. These studies are smmrized in NCHRP l-25,
"Effects of E&avyVehicleCharacteristics onpaveumt Respanse and
Performance.a Brief extracts fmnthe six studies areas follows:

Kentucky: Adistressmdelwas developedtopredictlaadstofatigue
failure. Itwas detennined~ttlloadequivalencyfactorincreased
rapidly with increasing tire contact pressure and decreasingpavemant
thiCknf=SS. Danrage at 120 psi was 5.5 times grater than at 75 psi for
thin AC pavements.
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Munich: Rutting rate versus tire pressure for single and dual tires was
studied. Rut depth doubled when tire pressure was increased fran 100 to
130 psi.

Texas: Strain increased significantly in l-2" AC pavements as tire
pressure was increased fran 75 to 110 psi. The increase in tire pressure
resulted in a 25 percent decrease in pavement life.

Waterloo: An increase in tire pressure fran 60 to 120 psi increased
strain inthe AC surface courseandtopof the subqradecausing fatigue
cracking. A seven fold increase inrutfomationwas predicted for the
sdme increase in tire pressure.

MIT: Damage at125 psi is mre thantww tirrres Qreater than the damage at
75 psi for l-3" AC pavanents. The-to rutting failurewas reducedby
30 percent, and surface rutting increased 300 percent for a tire pressure
increase frun 75 to 125 psi.

Texa A.&M: TherewasaSOpercentdecrease in fatigue life of a 2-inch AC
pavanentwer8inches ofaggregatebasewhenthetirepsessurewas
increased fmn 75 to 125 psi. T% highertirepressure substantially
increasedthe rate of fatigue cracking inthethin AC surfaoe.

Itshouldbeerqhasizedthattheahveresults  are forthinACpamts
(l-3 inches Of=) and~basedOncanplterrmde&  andnotan field
surveys.

At the FWWA's accelerated loading facility (AU?) in Virginia, the effects
of tire pressurewsrewaluatedona flexiblepawzmntamsistingof
2 incs.--. af asphalt cmcrete wearing Course, 5 inches of asphalt concrete
binderivKlrsea& 12 incksofcrushed aggregatebsecourseccmst.mcted
on an AASH!LD A-4 Lxkgrade. Tire pressures of 76 and 140 psi and both
radialandbiasplytireswreusedinthestudy.  Asecondvariablein
the study was dual wkel load set at 9400 and 19,000 pounds. Surface
deflection and stzainandtensile strahatthebottan of the AC layer
were measured.

Results shw that daubling the load fran 9400 pounds to 19,000 pounds on
this thick pa-tsecticlnincreasedpredictedpavenent Mqe by 1000
percent,whileduublingthe  tire pressure increasedpredicreddamage  by
only 20 pacent. Itwasquiteobvious~tfortt‘LispavemMtsection
increasingwheel loadaffected tkpavmentconsiderablymrethan
increas* tire pressure. Predictedpavarrentdamagewasintermsof
fatigue equivalency factor developed using an qnential relationship
kzeaeen thenunberofcycles to failurearY3,themagnitudeof the tensile
strahatthe bottmof theasphaltlayer.

While it is safe to saythatwheelloads affect the pavmentmnsiderably
mrethantirepressures, care skmuldbe exercised in-g fudgmems
about the effect of load and tire pressures on real trafficked pavmt
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sections. The ALE~OZS not duplicate actual truck wheel loads in thatm
does not have a suspension systemequivdlentto a truck suspension system.
hads are also notacpliedto the pavment in the Sam mnner as under
actual hi~ycondiLion5.

tie other- findinq of interest related to tire pressure is fran an
Australian study as sumnarized in EHFP l-25. Itwasfoundthatdynamic
load induced by the drive wheels of a tractor semitrailer truckdecreased
with an increase in tire pressure. Tire pressure didnot, howew, affect
dynamic load inducedby the trailer wheels. This findinq is contrary to a
study donebytheMassachusetts Instituteof Technologywhich found that
an increase in tire pressure from 75to120 psiincr-ed thedynamicload
coefficient from 0.12 to 0.14. DyMmic load coefficient is defined as the
standarddeviationof the dynamiclaaddivid~bythemeandynamicload.

3. What efforts have beenmade to assess tire pressure trends andquantify
theimpactscmflexiblepavm3ts?

Themstsignificant effort to assess tire pressure trends and to def&e
theextentof thetbepressureproblm,was a l-daysymposimheldinthe
spring of 1987 in Austin, TwCas. The synpsium which was sponsor& by
AAsHIoandtheEXWwasattendedby7Oir&vidualsrep~~the
highwy,tire;andtruckingindustries. Questionsusedtiguidethe
discussionincluded: Has therebeenanincmase in tire pressure since
theAASHDRoadTest3 Hasbxeasedtirepressureacceleratedpavanent
darrrage? Isl~slationneededtO regulate newtire ardtruckdesigns?
Isittimto acceleratecureffortstob&mvemixdesign?  Shauldload
equivalencyfactorsbeincreased?

F5ndings frunthesympaiurnarereflectedinthe amwerstoourfirst&0
questions. It was generally agreed that the i&x&&ion of legislation
msnotanappropriatecuxse Ofactiaaatthistimtorequlatenewtire
andtruckdesigns. Suchlegis+i~~~waaldalsobevexydifficultand
costly to ltunitor and enfarce. Alegislatedsolutiantotheeffecw of
tirepressure&xldbealastresaartapproacb.

TZtose in attendance thoughtthateffmto improvemixdesignshouldbe
accekratedandthat loadequivalerqfactorssha~dbeificreased It was
felttbatbetter alKwmti~be~segmMtsoftbetransparta;ion
indumyEzldmore- areneebdtodefinetherelatia&ip~~
vehicle char- and pavaaglt deterioration.

TheSecmdNoRhpslericanCmfermce c=ManagingPavermtswisheldin
!brmto, Canada - 2-6, 1987. At this ca&mnce papers Jere
present&mallaspectsofpavemzntmanagmmtincludingiqactsof
trucks. Mr. JackEYiehnrich, Chaixmnof the AWEDTask EbrceonHigh
PressureTru&Tires,presened  apaper sumarizinqt~TaskEb~'s~k
to date. Inadditimtodiscussingtrendisintrucktiredesignand
inflatianpress~,~.Frierlenrichoutlinedthepavanentproblarrs
resul~f~~~tirepressuresanddiscussedanapproachandneeded
researchtosolvetheseprohlexfbs.
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Tire pressure and related pavemant problem are not solely those of
increased rate of pavemahtdeterioration. TheAJiSRN3pa-tdesign
quatims are basedon a set of assumptions including theassumption that
todayIs tire pressures are the sameas those at the RoadTest. Becausewe
have shown that today's tire pressures are higher and because other
assurr@ionsaboutenviromWIt, roadbed soils, vehicle characteristics,
etc. nvly have not been met, the design and analysis of pawwit structures
usingAASHIt3 procedures are beingquestioned. The basic-design
quatim are alsobeingquestioneddue tochanges inallowableaxle
lcads,suspensionsystem,wheel ccnfigurations,andaxlespacingsince
theRoad'pest,

F'indhgasolution totheproblmof increasedrateof pavement
deterioration ishQt~becauseofthen~offactarsthatcontribute
to the problem. For this reason, the solutionmstiwolve all aspects of
#eca@exrelati0nshipbemeenvehicPe  andpamt. ‘Ibdels that
Umxporateall vehiclecharacteristics needtobedevelopedandverified
sothat accvatedyMmicloadsa~liedtothepavarrentcanbe~t~.
PavemMtIsthatpredict~ncrmberofloadapplicatianstoa

vehicle &racteristics an3 pavenmtdesign,wecanbqinmakbgth0se
&cisimswhichwillgiveusthelaqestpavwr8xlt life for the least cost.

Thesolutiontotheproblandlso~l~aoorrtinuing~~ameng
thosebuildingthepa-, those using our highways, and tire and truck
mzmufacturers. %mrdtha+end,Mr.Ri&enrichsuggestedfuture
symposimsliketheoneheldinAustin,T&cas.

lbreweretnotirepress~relatedpaperspresent&  at-the1988
TransportatianResesrch~annual~ginWashingtan,D.C.  The
firstpaperis entitled: "EffectofLaad,TirePressure,andTypeon
FlexiblePavemntRespomea by.Elessrs. Ray Banquist, CharlesChurilla,
andMs.Deb0rahEbd0ftheBderalHighmyAchinistration.  Thepaper
preserits the findings of work with the FHW's accelerated loading facility
forthf3fir!sttwopa-tsectionstested. These fimngsare included
intheanswertothesecomiguestioQl.

Thesecodpaperisentithd: "E%aluati0nofInmxased Pa-t Irrading
andTirepreSsure"by~~~andStephen~ofAustinResearch
En-, xx. NE). Tbeauthars summrizewmkdone for the Arizona
Davtof Ranspo~tiartodevelopamputer programs tocalculate
18,000-puundequimlent sinyle axle loads (ESAL's) franbothleter
and weigh-tidal data. Theprograms have thecapabilityof using
eitherAASKIUloadequivalenqfactms  or factors developedbyARE. The
AREloadequivalencyfactors Mceinto cmsiderationtire pressure,
pavement structure, truckclassificatian,,wheel~iguratian,  andaxle
configuration. Based011 the resultsofasumeyof 35Otrucks inArizona,
the authors believe thattirepressure shouldbe includedin flexible
pawmentdesign. The sumey shmedthtthe average hot tirepressure for
the tires mthetruck steering axle to be106 psi, and102 psifor the
tires cm the drive and trailer axles. The values are abut 20 percent
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higher than the.85 to 90 psi hottirepressures measured at the AASHO Road
Test. Using a fatigue damage model developed by Mr. Fred Finn and a
paverkent section canposed of 3 inches of Fc over 6 inches of aggregate
base and 8 inches of aggregate subbase, the authors concluded that an
increase in tire pressure fran 90 psito121psiwuld reduce pavmt
life by 38 percent. Ninetypercentof the tire pressures masured in
the Arizona sumey fell in the range of 90 to 121 psi. The shortened
pmement life due to increased tire pressure is the reason the authors
believe thatloadequimkncy factors used to designpavarwtstructures
shouLdconsider tire pressure. The tire pressure adjusted load'
equivalencyfactozwouldequaltheloadstoaparticulartypeof pavarent
failure ormmntof damge for a standardwkelloadand tire pressure
divided by the nunberof loads to the same pavwantfailure or amuntof
damge for a givenwheel lmd and tire pressure.

4. ~tcanbedonetomakeflexiblepaverrwtsmoreresistanttotire
pressure-related damage?

Tirepressureiscmcialindeterminingstressesnearthesurfaceofa
flexible pavement. Hightirepressures,thus,necessitatehigh-qmlity
materials in the upper layers of the flexiblepavmznt. Asphalt overlays
0fcaLcrete~~~mayalsobehighlyinpactedbyincreasedcantact
pressures.

The samepreliminarydesign,mi~~design, ccmstruction,andmaintenance
practicesthathavebeElnusedtomakeflexiblepavanentsmareresistantto
rutting,stripping,andcradcingcanalsobeappliedtoensuringp1=
pavenwtsareresistanttohigkrtirepressures.  These practices canbe
found in F'HkW Technical Mvisoxy T5040.27, "AspWt Concrete Mix Design
and Field Cmtrol," March 10, 1988, EZKI in such study reparts and manuals
as the following:

"Asphalt Pavanent RuttingWestern States," Western Association of State
EIighwayandWansportatianOfficials,origina.l repart,hhy1984, and
follmup repart, February 1988.

"AS@ElltPa~tRuttincJandStrippingWport,"  EWAMHoc Task Fixce,
August 14, 1987.

"Hut-Mix Bit- paving mnual," FIBA, My 1984.

Sane~factars~tautbythispaperandbythereferenced
materialswhi.chmayklpprwentfailures  under high tire pressure
conditionsareasfollCJws:

(1) UsetheE?BA TrafficMmitoringGuideandweig!Mn+mtion
(WIM)equipnenttoabtainaccuratedesignaxlelaadings.

(2) Follow the recarmerdationsfaundinthernTechnicalPdvisory
T5040.27 "Asphalt Concrete Mix Design and Field cantrol" with
parti~ar~isanthesugcgestedeigfitstepstobefollowed~
pavmmtrehbil.itaticndesign.
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(3) Stripping ik often a primary cause of rutting which is aggravated by
hightirepressures. BS suretoconsiderananti-strip additive when
hi* T&W of trucks axe anticipated.

(4) Use the 0.45 pxwzrgradatian chart to select the praper aggregate
gradation for optimm mix density, stability, and voids.

(5) Follow recamrmded goodengineeringprocedurespertainingto
drainage, site mntrol, choice of aspblt, choiceof aggregate,mbc
design; baseandsubbasedesign, plant operatim, cm&u&ion
practices, quality control, and maintenance.
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DRAFT
A DISCUSSION OF

DISCOUHT RATES FOR ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF PAVEMENTS
PETER Z. KLESKOVIC

GENERAL

In a life cycle cost analysis, a discount rate is needed to compare costs
occurring at different points in time. The discount rate reduces the impact
of future costs on the analysis, reflecting the fact that money has a time
value. In the private sector, money that is not- spent today can be invested
to earn some rate of return. In the public works sector, where needs usually
exceed the available funds, savings from one project can be used to build
another project. This results in additional benefits to the public.

The factors that determine interest rates for .bonds include inflation, risk,
liquidity and tax liabilities. Removing these factors should result in a real
interest rate that represents the true time value of money. In the
engineering economics literature, this rate is known as the discount rate.

There continues to be discussion about what rate to use when evaluating
alternative pavement strategies. In a 1987 survey, State Highway Agencies
used rates ranging from 0 to 9 percent. Of the 27 responses, the median
g;;;;;nt rate was 4 percent, which was used by 26 percent of the responding

In total, 59 percent of the responding States used a discount rate in
the range of 3 to 5 percent, with 19 and 22 percent either below or above this
range, respectively.

The discount rate can affect the outcome of a life cycle cost analysis in that
certain alternatives may be favored by higher or lower rates. High rates
favor alternatives that stretch out costs over a period of time, since the
future costs are discounted in relation to the initial cost. A low rate hurts
these alternatives since future costs are added in at almost face value. In
the case of a discount rate equal to 0, all costs are treated equally
regardless of when they occur. Where alternative strategies have similar
maintenance, rehabilitation and operating costs, the discount rate will have a
minor effect on the analysis and initial costs will have a larger effect.

This paper documents a review and analysis of economic data in order to
determine an appropriate discount rate to use in economic analyses of
pavements. Interest and inflation data was assembled for the period of 1950
to 1987. Discount rates were then computed by subtracting the inflation rates
for each year from the corresponding interest rates. Most of the interest and
inflation data was obtained from the Economic Report of the President,
Februarv 1988. The Producer Price Index data came from the Handbook of
Cyclical Indicators. The Federal-aid Price Index data came from the 1st
Quarter 1974 and the 3rd Quarter 1987 'Price Trends for Federal-Aid Highway
Construction.'

INTEREST RATES

Table 1 presents six interest rates between 1950 and 1987. They are:
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YEAR 3 YEAR BANK Aaa Baa HIGH GRADE FEDERAL
-;;;P,;URY PRIME CORP CORP MUNICIPAL FUNDS

RATE BONDS BONDS BONDS RATE.

2.5
1.6

2

3:;

3*:
3:5

28
E
I:5 1.8

3:: 32::

3:: ::3”

ii*!
10:5
5.8

i::

1 : : ;

11.9
14.2
13.8

:Ei
16:l

:i*t
12:3

1t:
811

6.8 6.7

Table 1. Interest Rates (1950 - 1987)
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2

* PRIME RATE

= 3 YEAR TREASURY BONDS

o FEDERAL FUNDS RATE

Figure 1. Three interest Rates
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Figure 2. Three Interest Rates
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Treasury Bonds (3 Years): Securities backed by the taxing power of the US
Government and exempt from State and local taxes.

Bank Prime Rate: The rate banks charge their most credit worthy customers for
short term loans.

Aaa Corporate Bonds (Moody's): Highest graded bonds.

Baa Corporate Bonds (Hoody's): Lower medium graded bonds.

i'

High Grade Hunicipal Bonds (S&P): Bonds of states, cities, or counties. They
are often exempt from federal, state and local taxes.

Federal Funds Rate: The interest rate on overnight loans between banks.

These six rates are plotted on Figures 1 and 2. For clarity, only three rates
are shown on each figure. Although, the individual rates vary, all follow a
similar pattern. Of the six interest rates, the Baa corporate bond usually
was the highest. The fairly consistent difference between Baa and Aaa bonds
is a measure of the higher risk that Baa bonds carry. Treasury and municipal
bond rates are usually lower than the two corporate bonds or the prime rate,
again because of their lower risk. Municipal bonds usually have lower rates
than Treasury bonds, because of their generally tax exempt status.

i " Figure 3 is a plot of the high, average, and low value of the six rates for
each year. In 1950, these rates ranged from 2 to 3.2 percent. They rose at a
slow rate till about 1965, when the range was from 3.3 to 4.9. Since then,

Figure 3.High/Low Range of Six Interest Rates
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rates have peaked three times, 1970, 1974 and 1981. In 1981, rates reached
their highest peak in recent tirnc.?s, ranging from 11.2 to 18.9 percent, and
averaging 15.2 percent. These rates.have dropped since this peak, with a
range of 6.7 to 10.6 percent and an average value of 8.4 percent in 1987.

INFLATION RATES

Table 2 presents inflation rates as measured by the year to year rate of
change in four indexes. They are:

Implicit G.N.P. Price Deflator: Index of average price level ,of all final
goods and service. Used to convert current-dollar GNP to constant-dollar GNP.

Composite Index (FHWA): Index composed of six indicator items including
excavation, pavement surfaces and structural elements. These are reported in
the "Price Trends for Federal-aid Highway Construction:

Consumer Price Index: Measure of the average level of prices over time in a
fixed market basket of goods and services.

-Producer Price Index (all commodities): Measures average changes in prices
received by commodity producers.

Figure 4 plots the yearly rate of change for three of the inflation indexes
.from 1950 to 1987, the Implicit G.N.P. Price Deflator, the Consumer Price,
Index, and the Producer Price Index. The three inflation rates show similar
trends to the interest rate curves. During most of the 1950’s and early
1960’s, inflation rates were low, generally below 4 percent. Inflation
started to rise during the mid 1960’s and into the early 1970’s. Major
increases in inflation occurred in 1973-1974 and during the late 1970’s.
Inflation rates have generally fallen since 1980. The Producer Price Index is
the most volatile of the three rates on Figure 4, generally having either the
lowest or the highest yearly rates of change.

The rate of change in the Composite Index from the 'Price Trend for Federal-
aid Highway Construction' is shown on Figure 5. Although, this index tracks
the other inflation indexes it fluctuates over a much wider range.

DISCOUNT RATES

Discount rates were computed from the above data by subtracting the inflation
rates from the interest rates for each year. Since data was assembled for six
different interest rates and four inflation rates, there are twenty-four
possible discount rates that could be considered. To make this effort more
manageable, only nine discount rates were computed using the following
combinations of interest and inflation rates:

Xnterest Rates Inflation Rates

Treasury Bonds (3 Years) Implicit G.N.P. Deflator
Aaa Corporate Bonds Consumer Price Index
Municipal Bonds Composite Index (FHWA)
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YEAR

1950
2

:i

IMPLICIT COMPOSITE CONSUMER PRODUCER
GNP PRICE INDEX PRICE PRICE INDEX
DEFLATOR (FHWA) INDEX COMMODITIES

42::
22.8

::!I 1:-f!

:*65
1:6

j-f-5:7 E:Z
-217
-1.4

35 9:r 36:0

ii:: -i:t

1:*x 9:1
134’:
18:9

79 019 ” 19:4 1::: 1:::

i! i:P -3.9 14.3 10.4 13.5 14.1

ii 5:; -0.2 -6.3 36:: 2::

8”: i:X 1;*: 31::

ii! 3::
-0:s

::;

1950-87 4.4 3:; . 4.3 4.2 ’

1950-59 E:! a
1960-69

;:i- ::;
1970-79 1:*;
1980-87 5:: 2:9 l .� 518 z:t a

-

a. ~vtrrge i8 for period of wailable Qtr.

Table 2. Yearly Inflation Rates (1950-1987)
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Figure 4. Year to Year Rate of Change in Three Inflation Indexes.

Figure 5. Year to Year Rate of Change in Composite Index (FHWA)
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It is recognized that the discount rates computed from these sets of data may
not be the most theoretically appropriate for an analysis of pavements. The
purpose was to determine if discount rates varied over time or if they held
fairly constant.

It was expected that the different discount rates would generally follow
parallel paths over time, but that individual curves would be higher or lower
based on other factors, such as, risk. The three interest and three inflation
rates that were used in the analysis were chosen because they were less
volatile than the other rates. The exception was the Composite Index (FHWA)
which is highly volatile, but was used in the analysis because of its
relationship to the highway program.

The nine discount rates are plotted in figures 6, 7 and 8. The six curves in
Figures 6 and 7 followed similar tracks with time. The curves on Figure 8,
which are based on the Composite Index (FHWA), follow similar paths but with
highly exaggerated movements. The inflation component of the discount rates
on Figure 8 completely overpower the effect of the different interest rates.

Figures 6 and 7 show that the discount rate is not fixed over time. The
1960's are the only period in recent times where discount rates remained
fairly constant and relatively low. During the 1970's, discount rates were
very unsteady due to the surges in inflation that occurred during the middle

. + (TREASURYBONlS-GNPDEFUTOR)
l (lFmsmYeoNos-CPI)

.
* wBo)☺Ds-cpp

.

* . Y . m - . - � . � R 1 m a - m I �

Figure 6. Discount Rates
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and end of the decade. During these inflationary surges, the economy was
subjected to negative discount rates. During the 1980's, discount rates have
been unusually high due to relatively low inflation rates and high interest
rates.

The long term trend of relatively low discount rates with higher rates more
recently is further shown in Table 3. From 1953 to 1987, the average value
for each of the 6 computed discount rates fell in a range from 1.0 percent to
2.8 percent.
6.6 percent.

However, from 1980 to 1987, they ranged between 3.5 percent and
A frequency distribution for each decade from 1950 to 1987 is

shown on Figure 9. These distributions indicate that during most of this
period, a low discount rate would be appropriate, on the order of 1 to 2
percent. During, the 1980’s, a higher rate of about 6 percent would appear to
be appropriate. However, it is important to note that discount rates have
generally declined from about 1983-1984. In 1987, the six discount rates fell
in a range of 4.0 to 6.4 percent and they averaged 4.9 percent.

Conclusions and Recomnendatlons

The question arises as to what is the appropriate discount rate to use in an
economic'analysis of pavements.
adopting a particular value:

The following points are offered for use in

1. The difference-.between interest rates and inflation rates does not remain
-. constant over time. Therefore, it is not possible to identify a unique

discount rate which will always be correct. As shown on Figures 6 and 7,
there were very drastic changes in discount rates during the late 1970’s
and the early 1980’s. It is clear that the selection of an appropriate
rate should not be based on unusual economic conditions which may occur for
a relatively short period of time.

2. Over the long run, discount rates have been relatively low, on the order of
1 to 2 percent. During the early and mid 1980’s, these rates have been in
a range of 5 to 6 percent. They have been declining from 1983-1984.

3. Future interest and inflation rates cannot be reliably predicted over a
long period of time, such as 30 years. Whether discount rates will return
to their long term range of 1 to 2 percent or whether they will remain
relatively high is unknown. Conditions in the US economy may lead to
continued higher discount rates for the near future.

4. Since we cannot accurately forecast discount rates for long periods of
time, a conservative approach would be to adopt a value somewhere between
the high and the low range. A reasonable value might be in the range o
to 5 percent. It is perhaps on this basis that a discount rate of 4
percent is commonly used in pavement life cycle cost analyses. Such a
range recognizes that discount rates of 7 or 8 percent have been relati
rare in this country and have lasted for only a short period of time.
Additionally, we have had high discount rates for almost a decade. It
probably unrealistic to assume that they will return in the short run t
range of 1 to 2 percent.

5. Once a discount rate has been selected, Agencies may wish to conduct a

2.5.11
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sensitivity analysis by calculating Present Worths or Equivalent Uniform
Annualized Costs using several discount rates. It gives an indication as
to how sensitive the outcome of the analysis is to the discount rate. If
one alternative is favored over a range of discount rates, the agency can
have confidence that the analysis has truly identified the least cost
alternative. It is important however to emphasize, that the sensitivity
analysis should not be used-for changing discount rates on a project by
project basis. However, they can help in the selection of the particular
alternative that will be built.
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Washinoton, D.C. 20590

Sublect Resilient Modulus Testing Equipment

From Chief, Pavement Division
Reply to
Am o f HHO-12

To Regional Federal Highway Administrators

Attached is a suronary of responses to our November 16, 1987, memorandum on the
above subject. A listing of manufacturers of resilient modulus testing
equipment used or proposed for use by State highway agencies (SHA'S) is
included as an attachment to the sumnary. There are currently 24 SHA's that
are or soon will be performing laboratory resilient,modulus testing on unbound
and/or bound material. Most SHA's are using laboratory resilient modulus for
research purposes only. The equipment used and the cost of that equipment is
quite variable as can be seen in the attached sumnary.

As you are aware, the definitive material property used to characterize roadbed
soil and to assign layer coefficients (flexible pavements) for pavement design
in the "AASHTO Guide for Design of Pavement Structures" (1986 Guide) is the
resilient modulus.

The 1986 Guide recommends that low stiffness materials, such as natural soils,
unbound granular layers and even stabilized layers and asphalt concrete be
tested using resilient modulus test method AASHTO T274. Although the testing
apparatus for each of these types of materials is basically the same, there are
some differences, such as the need for triaxial confinement for unbound
materials.

The 1986 Guide also states that.the bound or higher stiffness material such as
stabilized bases and asphalt concrete may be tested using the repeated-load
indirect tensile test (ASTM 04123). Appendix F to the 1986 Guide notes that
ASTM D4123 provides an estimate of the modulus of asphalt concrete and other
relatively low-strength materials under simulated field-loading conditions.
The estimate may or may not correlate well with the,resilient modulus *value
obtained using AASHTO T274.

The resilient modulus values can be used directly for the design of flexible
pavements, but must be converted to a modulus of subgrade reaction (k value)
for design of rigid or composite pavements.

Some of the manufacturers equipment listed in the attachment does not include
apparatus needed for triaxial confinement of a specimen. Many States modify
standard test procedures for reasons of practicality and speed. In order to
learn more about the advantages and disadvantages of the currently used
resilient modulus testing equipment, we suggest that SHA's call or write the
various State contact persons listed in the attached summary as well as the
equipment manufacturers.
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We are currently working with the State of Washington to produce a videotape
using WSDOT's resilient modulus testing equipment. The tape will outline the
AASHTO and ASTM resilient modulus test procedures. It will also include
WSDOT's test procedures and explain how and why they deviate from the AASHTO
and ASTM test procedures. We anticipate that the tape will be available for
distribution later this year.

As noted earlier, the 1986 Guide uses resilient modulus to characterize soil
support and to assign asphalt pavement layer coefficients. It further
stresses, the need for a more rational approach to incorporate material
engineering properties into the asphalt mixture design process. A number of
research studies are being conducted by FHWA, NCHRP, and SHRP in this area. We
will keep you informed as results become available.

We feel that the information included with this memorandum would be helpful to
those States contemplating the use of laboratory resilient modulus, as well as
those States which are currently doing work in this area. Sufficient copies of
this memorandum and attachments have been provided for distribution to the
division offices and their appropriate State counterparts.

If you have any questions, please contact Messrs. Tom Fudaly at 366-1338 or
Dan Mathis at 366-1340.

orma J. Van Ness
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sumARY OF RESILIENT S EQUIPMENT USAGE BY RE610N

State
Primary

Use
Brand
& Model

Purchase
Date

Purchase
Amqurit

State
Contact

Telephone
Number

* Maine Research Hicks t Vincent 1987
IB

$38,000 Warren Foster (207) 289-5668

** New Design Retsina, 1987 $18,000 Phil McIntyre
Hampshire (Bound mat'l)

(603) 271-3151
Mark VI

New York Design SBEL Co. 1980 $22,000 David Suits (518) 457-4704

* Maine will soon be performing laboratory resilient modulus testing for research work and eventually hope to
use laboratory results for design.

P
** New

l0

Hampshire will soon be performing laboratory resilient modulus testing on bound material for use in design.

REGION 3

Primary Brand Purchase Purchase State Telephone
State Use 6 Model Date Amount Contact Number

Maryland Research MTS, 410, 1983 $100,000 Michael Arastek
(Bound and 413, 414,

(301) 321-3560

unbound mat'l) 422, 464

Pennsylvania Research and Retsina, 1981 $10,600 Prithus Kandhal
Design (Bound Mark IV

(717) 787-5229

mat'l)

Virginia Research Retsina, 1980 $5,000
(Bound mat!l) Mark II

Bill Maupin (804) 293-1948

West Research and MTS (see attachment 1) Berke Thompson (304) 348-3664
Virginia Design

The Virginia Research Council performs the research work for the Virginia DOT. They are in the process of
obtainina a Retsina Model Mark VI for approximately $15,000.



REGION 4

Primary Brand Material Purchase Purchase State Telephone
State Use & Model Tested D a t e  _ Amount Contact- Number

Florida Research MTS, 312.31 Asphaltic 1975 $50,000 Larry Smith (904) 372-5304
MTS, 312.21 Concrete
( see Soils 1975 $48,000 Gale FLge
attachment 2)

Georgia Research (See Bound 1975 $10,000 William Webb (404) 363-7546
P attachment 3) & 1986

% * Kentucky Research Structural Bound 1974 $5,200 David Allen, (606) 257-4513
Behavior and University
Engr. Lab.(SBEL) Unbound of Kentucky
STD-1000

Miss. Research Retsina,
Mark IV

Asphaltic 1980 $10,000 Joe Scheffield (601) 359-1174
Concrete

* Kentucky Transportation Cabinet to purchase custom-made model from Materials Testing System (MTS)
Minneapolis, MN, for $119,000 by June 1988.
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Primary Brand Purchase Purchase State
State Use & Model Date

Telephone
Amount Contact Number

Illinois Research (Built their own device) ------^ Jake Dhamrait (217) 782-7206

Michigan Research MTS --w-m- ------- Jack DeFoe
(Bound mat'l)

(517) 322-5711

Minnesota Research MTS 810 1980 $99,500 George Cochran (612) 296-7134

Neil'Lagee (612) 296-7848

Dave'kattner (612) 296-9740

REGION 6

P
PVI

Primary Brand Purchase Purchase State Telephone
State '. Use _ & Model Date ~Amount Contact- Number

* Texas Research Retsina Mark IV 1975 s---w--
(Bound mat'l)

Paul Krugler (512) 465-7603

New Mexico Research Custom made by 1982 $45,000 John Tenison
(Bound and

(505) 827-5565
University of

unbound mat'l) Oregon

* The Bituminous concrete section of DHT Materials and Test Division (D-9) occasionally does resilient modulus
testing. It is not done routinely and done only when additional information about a mix is needed.



State
Primary

Use
Brand Purchase
L Model Date-

Purchase
Amount

State
Contact

Telephone
Number ,_

* Kansas Research and Cox and Sons, Inc. 1984 :~!j,~(Xl~ plus Glenn Fager (913) 296-7410
Design C5-4000KA .

accksories

P
Pal

An additional resilient modulus testing machine has been purchased by KDOT and
will be received in early 1988. This unit was manufactured by Research
Engineering and is a component type system. The load frame is Model RE-CLF-
5000 and the Air Electric Loader is Model No. RE-CL-82. This unit is operated
through an IBM PC-AT processor. The cost of this unit is $36,000.00 with up to
an additional $5,000.00 in accessories. When this unit is brought on line at
KDOT, it will be used primarily for the design of pavement structures. The
contact person at KDOT for this unit is Mr. Jeff ,Frantzen. His telephone number is
(913) 296-3008.

REGION 8

Primary Brand Purchase Purchase State Telephone
State Use L Model Date A m o u n t Contact Number

Colorado Research Retsina Mark III 1974 $6,000 Lex O'Connor (303) 757-9449

Dick'[;ines (303) 757-9724

Utah Design MTS 1972 s---w-- Wade Betenson (801) 965-4303



:
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Primary Brand Purchase Purchase State Telephone
State Use It Model Date Amount _ Contact Number

California Research Retsina, Mark II 1974 $5,600 Robert Doty (916) 739-2361

Nevada - Will soon purchase a device by "Research Engineering" for research purposes. The State
Contact will be Pat Schoener or Ted Beeston (702) 885-5875.

REGION 10

P Primary Brand Purchase Purchase State
9'

Telephone
-4 State Use t Model D a t e Amount Contact Number

Alaska' Research Hicks and Vincent 1987

Washington Research Hicks and Vincent 1983
& Design IA

$45,600

$29,000

Eric Johnson (907) 338-2121

Newton Jackson (206) 753-7110

* Oregon Research Retsina Mark IV 1980 ---de-- Dick Dominick (503) 388-2621

* Oregon has recently ordered equipment manufactured by "Research Engineering" at a cost of $33,600.
.



West Virginia DOH Resilient Modulus Equipment List

Equipment Manufacturer
and Type

MTS Inc. Material Test
System

Model Number

810 Series

D a t e
Purchased

Dec. 1971

cost

$63,923

MTS Inc. 22 Kip Load
Frame

Not Available Late 1983 $3,500
estimated

Schaevitz Engineering Co.
Linear Variable
Differential Transformer

100MHR
Range +/-
0.100 inch

May 1982 $250

Research. Engineering Co
LVDT Clamps (2 each)

RE-PRC May 1982 $305
each

Wavetech Inc.
Function Generator

186 Not Known $350

Air Compressor (Air compressor set up for entire lab is used)

Blue M. Inc.
Construction
Temperature Oven

ov490-I May 1963 $330

Hobart Manufacturing Co.
Mixer

C-1' .T Oct. 1970 $495

Hewlett Packard Co.
Oscilloscope

1702A Late 1974 $6,000

Research Engineering Co.
Triaxial Chamber

RE-SA-150 May 1982 $2,920

Mettler Co. Balance PllN Dec. 1977 $1,940

Soiltest Inc.
Membrane Expander

No number May 1982 $85

Soiltest Inc. Membranes T-614 Purchased as $60/dot.
needed
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Florida DOT Resilient Modulus Equipment List

System No. 1 - Asphalt Test System

Consists of the following:

1. Load frame - 55 Kip (M.T.S.), Model No. 312.31

2:Activator - 22 Kip (M.T.S.), Model No. 204.63

3. Hydraulic service manifold - (Series 284) (M.T.S.), Series 284

4:Load Cell 10 metric ton - (M.T.S.) - Asphalt, Model No. 661.21A-03

5. Load Cell 1500 D.&F - (M.T.S.) - Model No. 661.13A-05

6. Temperature control chamber - (Thermotron Corp.), Model No F-3-Ch-Co2

7. Split Tension Load Frame - (Custom Made)

8. Electronic Console (M.T.S.)

A. 409 Temp. Control panel
B. 430 digital indicator panel
C. 417 counter panel
D. 410 digital function generator
E. 442 controller arranged with following modules:

(a) Serve Control - Model 440.13
(b) Valve Driver - Model 440.14A
(c) Feed Back selector .- Model 440.31
(d) Limit detector - 440.41
(e) A.C. conditioner - Model 440.22
(f) D.C. conditioner - Model 440.21

F. 410 pulse sequence panel
G. 413 Master control panel

9. Gould Brush Recorder - Model -llll-1707-120, consists of the
following modules:

A. D.C. Amplifiers - Model 13-4215-32 (2 each)
B. Transducer - Model 13-4218-00
C. Carrier Amplifier - Model 13-4212-02

Date of Purchase - 1975
cost - $50,000
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Equipment List

System No. 2 - Soils Test System

Consists of the following:

1. Load frame - 22 Kip (M.T.S.), Model No. 312.21

2. Actuator - 3.3 Kip (M.T.S.), Model No. 204.51

3. Hydraulic service manifold (series 284) (M.T.S.), Series 284

4. Load cell - 500 K.G.F. (M.T.S.) (w/protector), Model No. 3170

5. Triaxile chamber - (Wykeham-Farrance Eng.), Model No. 11006

6. Electronic console (M.T.S.)

A. 417 counter panel
B. 410 digital function generator
C. 442 CONTROLLER - (arrangement is same as system No. 1)
D. 410 pluse sequence panel
E. 413 Master Control panel

7. Gould Brush Recorder - arrangement same as system no. 1
- Model No. -1111-1707-120

Date of Purchase - 1975
Cost - $48,000

Hydraulic Power Supply (MTSI

3000 psi capacity
21 gpm
Model No. 510.218

Date of Purchase - 1985
cost - $14,300
Note: This Hydraulic Power Supply is capable of supplying both the

Asphalt and Soil Test systems with 3000 psi
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Part

GEORGIA DOT RESILIENT MODULUS EQUIPMENT LIST

Manufacturer

2 Triaxial Cells

1 Load Frame for 2 Samples

1 Strip Recorder (Brush 2 Channel)

4 Pressure Regulators (Model #40-100)

4 Pressure Gauges

4 LVDT's (Transducers Model XSS-203)

2_r Belloframs (Size 4). .

2 Mufflers

2 Recycling Timers (Model UCX400)

4 Revolution Counters

2 24 Volt Power Supplies

Miscellaneous Plumbing and Electrical
Materials

Soiltest

GA DOT - Office of Materials
and Research Machine shop

Gould Instruments

Moore Products Company

G. L. Collins

Bellofratn Products Company

Eagle Signal Controls

GA DOT - Research
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Resilient Modulus Equipment Manufacturers

The following is an alphabetical listing of manufacturers of resilient
modulus testing equipment that is currently used or proposed for use by
the SHA's:

Cox and Sons. Inc.
P.O. Box 674-
Colfax, California 95713
Phone: (916) 346-8322

Material Testing System (MTS)
P.O. Box 24012
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55424
Phone: (612) 937-4000

Retsina Company
601 Brush Street-
Oakland, California 94607
Phone: (415) 268-0821

Hicks & Vincent (H&V)
Material R and D

3187 NW Seneca Place
Corvallis, Oregon 97330
Phone: (503) 757-1293

Research Engineering
2640 Dundee Road
San Pablo, California 94806
Phone: (415) 223-4798

Structural Behavior Engineering
Laboratories, Inc. (SBEL)
P.O. Box 23167
Phoenix, Arizona 85063
Phone: (602) 272-0274
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LONGITUDINAL JOINT CONSTRUCTION AND EDGE
DROP-OFFS

STATE-OF-THE-PRACTICE

bY

Steve A. Call

Highway Engbzeer Trainee

FHWA

Pavement Division

March 1989
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INTRODUCTION

In January of 1987 a questionnaire dealing with longitudinal joint
construction with asphalt pavements tias sent out to all State highway agencies
by the Transportation Research Board Committee on Flexible Pavement
Construction. Forty-five agencies responded to the survey. The questionnaire
asked if step-offs (drop-offs) were routinely permitted overnight or longer,
before placement of the adjacent t:lat, on either new construction or on
resurfacing projects. Questions followed concerning conditions under which
drop-offs were allowed, joint construction techniques, and alternate
procedures used. A compilation of the responses to the questionnaire was made
in May of l988 by C.S. Hughes. It included his conclusions and
recommendations (see appendix).

Since this questionnaire was sent out there has been much interest and
activity in the area of longitudinal joint construction. In addition, many
State highway agencies have been encouraged to, and are trying to, develop
pavement edge drop-off policies. This paper is an attempt to update and add
to the information gathered in the 1987 survey, in order to provide a "state-
of-the-practice" report.

As was indicated by tne results of the 1987 survey, longitudinal joint
construction practices vary from State to State. It is not the intent of this
paper to evaluate the various construction practices of the States, but rather
to provide information on what different States and regions are doing to
mitigate the hazards created by edge drop-offs. To set the stage for this
information, a literature review is given detailing the results of the most
recent studies concerning the safety aspects of drop-offs.
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LITERATURE REVIEW OF SAFETY RELATED ASPECTS OF PAVEMENT EDGE DROP-OFFS

An edge drop-off occurs when there is a vertical difference in height
between adjacent road surfaces. Drop-offs may occur as a result of paving or
resurfacing operations, or milling or other types of excavation work. They
also may occur as the result of the deterioration of an adjacent surface. The
hazard results when a driver of a vehicle crosses over the drop-off, dropping
his wheel(s) down onto the lower surface, and then tries to steer back up onto
the higher surface. An overcorrection may result in loss of vehicle control,
while a gradual correction may result in the phenomena known as "scrubbing."
Scrubbing occurs when the steering angle is insufficient to overcome the
opposing force of the face of the drop-off, hence, "scrubbing" of the side of
the tire occurs along the drop-off face. Once sufficient steering angle is
imparted, the wheels mount the pavement edge and, in the absence of an
opposing force, the vehicle has a sudden change of direction, often times
causing lane exceedance or loss of control. As the height of the drop-off
increases, so does the severity of the situation. For this reason engineers
have tried to determine the height of drop-offs at which mitigating action
needs to be initiated.

Current.'literature cites four major studies that have been conducted by
various agencies since 1976 pertaining to vehicle responses to an edge climb
maneuver. These studies, in chronological order, are:

The Effect of Longitudinal Edqe of Paved Surface Drop-off on
Vehicle Stability, E. Nordlin, D. Parks, R. Stoughton, and J. Stoker,
California Department of Transportation, 1976.

Vehicle Controllability in a Pavement/Shoulder Edqe Climb Maneuver,
R. Klein, W. Johnson, and H. Szostak, Society of Automobile Engineers
Technical Paper Series, 1978.

Pavement Edqes and Vehicle Stability- A Basis For Maintenance
Guidelines, Don Ivey and Richard Zimner, Texas Transportation
Institute, 1982.

Pavement Edge Drop, Paul Olson, Richard Zimner, and Val
Pezoldt, University of Michigan Transportation Research Institute, 1986.

This paper will summarize both the test procedures and the findings of
these four studies. It is important. to note that testing procedures differed
in the four studies because each of the studies had different goals. As the
pool of knowledge grew, the procedures also evolved somewhat. It is
recognized now that when a vehicle drives over a drop-off, through
inattention, recovery from a scrubbing condition is the most difficult form of
recovery and therefore should ultimately be the determining factor in the
conclusions.
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In Nordlin's study 50 tests were conducted using professional drivers in
four different vehicle types: small, medium, and large passenger cars, and a
full-sized pickup truck. Three different drop-off heights were used- 1.5,
3.5, and 4.5 inches. Vehicles were driven from an A.C. shoulder onto either
an A.C. or soil surface, and returned to the A.C. shoulder at speeds of 60 mph
and at angles of less than 10 degrees. In these tests either two or four
wheels were dropped off the shoulder and then returned. This study did not
examine the pavement edge scrubbing condition and used only vertical drop-
offs. In addition the combined width of the lane and shoulder was 17 feet,
allowing ,nore room for recovery.

Nordlin found that although experiencing a "significant jolt and
accompanying front end noises" at the larger drop-off heights, there was no
real problem with vehicle stability, no deviation in vehicle trajectory, and
no encroachment into adjacent lanes. Less than one wheel revolution was
required for the first wheel to mount the various drop-off heights.

In Klein's study three different size passenger cars were used in closed
loop tests. The car's two right wheels Here gradually dropped 4.5 inches onto
an earth shoulder. Pylons were used to keep the wheels close to the pavement
edge increasing the chance for scrubbing. Klein tested only vertical edge
drops in his study. The drivers were told to drive at constant speeds,
increasing from 25 to 55 mph in 5 mph increments on successive runs. Twenty-
two naive (non-professional) subjects were used on 73 runs. On 34 runs the
tires did not scrub, but on the other 39 they did. On the non-scrubbing runs
there were no lane exceedances, but over half (22 of 39) of the scrubbing runs
resulted in lane exceedances. Klein found that a correlation existed between
vehicle speed and lane exceedance. Each vehicle had a critical speed at which
recovery from shoulder climbs became difficult (83% failure). In the two
smaller cars the critical speeds were 30 and 32 mph. In the larger car the
critical speed was 42 mph.

In the open looped test Klein used four test vehicles and drop-off
heights ranging from 2 to 4.5 inches. Once again the most hazardous results
occurred during scrubbing. Whether or not a vehicle was able to climb a drop-
off was a function of closing velocity. On a graph of closing velocity (the
component of velocity perpendicular to the pavement edge) verses drop-off
height, it was shown that, at a height of about 4 inches, closing velocity
needed to climb the pavement edge increased sharply. For this reason 4 inches
was suggested as a maximum drop-off height. Five inches was determined to be
the maximum height that could be climbed due to the undercarriage
characteristics of vehicles and side forces on the wheel.
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Don Ivey's study built upon the preceding two studies by Nordlin and
Klein. He used drop-off heights of 1.5, 3, and 4.S inches with various edge
shapes including a 45 degree taper and a vertical edge. He used, as
previously, three passenger cars and a pickup for test vehicles. Different
types of drivers were used ranging from professional to naive, however only
the professional driver drove the complete matrix of tests. Test speeds of
35, 45, 55 mph were driven with three different vehicle positions: scrubbing,
two wheels off the pavement, and four wheels off the pavement. Ivey used a
subjective rating system which had the driver rate the difficulty of the edge
climb maneuver, ,however only the professional driver was used to rate the
various climbing maneuvers since he was the only one to drive the complete
matrix of tests.

Ivey found that the professional driver handled all the variations
easily'except for the 4.5 inch edge drop, on the vertical edge, in the
scrubbing condition. It was therefore concluded that the 4.5 inch edge drop
was unsafe at speeds as low as 35 mph. The 45 degree angle was safe, even at
a 6-inch drop , .at speeds up to 55 mph. Velocity, drop-off shape, and
proximity to the edge were the factors with the greatest influence on safety.

Paul Olson's study used most of the same variables that the former
studies used (i.e. vehicle type,
drop heights).

velocity, edge shape, shoulder type, and edge
His investigation, however, was "primarily concerned with

evaluating the performance of ordinary (naive) drivers on their first
encounter with the edge drop". He also examined "subject learning" and found
that its effects were minimal. The criteria he used to determine the safety
of each maneuver was lane exceedance beyond a 12.5-foot lane with the drop at
the edge of the lane.

Olson found that 4.5-inch vertical drops could not be negotiated by the
naive subjects safely at speeds as 10;~ as 20 mph. The 3 inch vertical drop
could be negotiated at speeds of between 20 and 25 mph in smaller cars and 30
mph in the largest passenger car. No safe maximum height was defined for
speeds greater than 25 mph. Using the 45 degree bevel edge, virtually all
runs at heights up to 4.5 inches were made without intruding beyond the lane
adjacent to the edge drop at speeds up to 55 mph. The beveled edge was a
suggested treatment at higher speeds. Finally, he concluded that height, not
shoulder material, was the controlling factor, and that small cars had more
difficulty than large cars. The results of Olson's study suggest that the
recommendations of other studies are not adequate for high speed facilities,
if the determining factor is recovering from a scrubbing condition. Maximum
vertical heights of edge drops on these facilities should be less than 3
inches, although how much less has not been determined. Future studies should
address this issue.
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PAVEMENT EDGE DROP-OFF POLICY- STATE DF THE PRACTICE

In the memorandum issued December 1, 1986, from the FHWA Construction
and Maintenance Division, it states that drop-offs "greater than 2 inches,
left overnight, and immediately adjacent to traffic, have high accident
potential." The C&M Division recommended corrective action or a combination
of actions for drop-offs greater than 2 inches (see appendix). The memorandua
"strongly encouraged" the regions to work with the states in developing
pavement drop-off policies.

The following figure illustrates the "state-of-the-practice" in the
United States in regards to the 2-inch drop-off level. The figure divides the
States into three groups. The first group consists of those States that have
formal drop-off policies that allow a Z-inch or less maximum drop-off in work
zones exposed to traffic overnight or require a taper for drop-offs exceeding
2 inches. The second group consists of those States that have not formulated
a formal policy, but their general practice meets the requirements of the
first group. The third group consists of those States that have a policy
allowing greater than 2 inches, or have no policy at all.

This information was obtained from surveys conducted by TiiB and various
regions, and supplemented by information obtained from telephone conversations
with regional and division personnel. It is noteworthy that in some cases
where there was more than one source available, there was a lack of agreement
as to policy or practice. In these cases, preference was given to sources
citing State Specifications or Codes.

A more detailed summary of each State's position concerning drop-offs
follows. The States are organized according to FHWA regions so as to show
patterns on a regional basis. While the information is not detailed, in some
cases, each State is represented and the summary takes advantage of as many
sources as possible, given the time constraints imposed.
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RE61ON 1

With a few exceptions, the States in Region 1 do not have formal
pavement drop-off policies.

In, the State of Connecticut edge drop-offs are not considered to be a
problem. For the most part traffic is kept off the joint area, using the rest
of the roadway. With multiple lifts, the pavement in adjacent lanes is inatched
before beginning the next lift.

The State of Maine uses channelizing devices spaced every 50 feet when
the drop-off exceeds 3 inches in vertical height. On a resurfacing project
creating drop-offs of less than 3 inches, channelizing devices are placed 2
feet outside of the edge of the pavement at 600 foot intervals with the MUTCD,
W8-9 "low shoulder" signs every l/2 mile. When the drop-off is greater than 3
inches, 4 feet of shoulder material is required to be placed with channelizing
devices placed as stated before. The speed limit on such projects is set at
45 mph.

Massachusetts has elected not to adopt a drop-off policy because "in
some instances such a policy would create more problems than it would solve."
Instead it was decided that each traffic control plan should place special
attention to drop-offs in work areas and individual needs should be carefully
evaluated.

The State of New Hampshire has no specific height requirements, but
specifications state that open excavations shall not be exposed overnight, on
weekends, or on holidays. No guidelines for resurfacing projects were given,
but the State feels that they have few drop-off situations because of their
specifications, and attention given by project personnel.

I#eu Jersey has the strictest policy in the Region, requiring a gravel
wedge at a slope of 6:l when adjacent excavation is greater than 2 inches. On
resurfacing, adjacent lanes of pavelnent are matched every 1500 feet. Lift
thicknesses are 2 inches. They also use a longitudinal wedge joint design.
Appropriate signing and a double yellow line is required on their resurfacing
projects to keep traffic off the joint.

The State of Mew York has not adopted a formal drop-off policy. The
State relies on a section in its Standard Specifications. It was requested
that NYSDOT develop a special specification dealing with drop-offs. This
issue is still unresolved at this time.

Rhode Island has not developed a formal policy because they did not feel
that drop-offs were a problem. It is general practice, with drop-offs greater
than 4 inches, to require either a 4:l transition slope or a median barrier.

Vermont does not have a specific policy on drop-offs, but does require
the paveinent to be matched in adjacent lanes by the end of the day. This
issue was to be discussed prior to the start of the 1988 construction season.
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In Puerto Rico the standard specifications state that pavement-repairs
and construction on both bitu:rlinous and KC pavements will be initiated and
completed during the same working day.
along and adjacent to travel lanes.

This eliminates unnecessary drop-offs
Where isolated or continous excavation is

expected as part of the construction project, appropriate channellizing
devices are specified. No height specification for drop-off are given.

(The information for this summary was obtained from a survey conducted by TRB
and a survey taken by FHWA Region 1.)
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REMON 3

The State of Delaware has no height specifications for drop-offs on
milling type projects, however, they said that drop-offs of 3 or more inches
do occur. On resurfacing projects, drop-offs of 1 inch or more require
signing. Drop-offs of between 2 to 6 inches require cones or vertical panels
and are tolerated for the length of one days paving operation. Drop-offs of
greater than 6 inches require concrete barriers when within 10 feet of the
traveled way and require barricades when outside of 10 feet.

Maryland requires pavement in adjacent lanes to be matched by the end of
the working day when vertical drop-offs exceed 2 inches. When drop-offs are
less than 2 inches pavement must be matched within 24 hours. Reduced speed
limits are enforced within construction work zones. They said that nothing
was mentioned in their specifications for excavation work.

In Pennsylvania longitudinal edge drop-offs are generally limited to 25
feet in length at the end of each days work, and a maximum of 2 inches in
height. This does vary from district to district.

Virginia requires that pavement having drop-offs greater than 2 inches,
have lanes of adjacent pavement matching by the end of a days operation.
Appropriate signing is required when drop-offs occur.

West Virginia generally sets 2 inches as the maximum drop-off allowed
although it has no formal policy. They generally do not prevent traffic from
crossing the longitudinal joint.

(The information for this summary was obtained from a questionnaire sent out
by TRB and from specifications from the States of Virginia and West Virginia.)
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REGION 4

Although not all the States in Region 4 have adopted a formal policy
mitigating pavement drop-offs, they, at least in general practice, have strict
limits.

Alabama generally does not permit drop-offs of more than 2 inches to
exist overnight. If they occur a temporary 1:l longitudinal taper joint is
required and is later removed when paving resumes.

Florida sets a maximum height of 1.5 inches for drop-offs that traffic
is expected to cross. This may be increased to 2 inches for low speed
situations. Where traffic is not expected to cross, less than 2 inch drop-
offs require warning signs only. Drop-offs between 2 to 4 inches require
drums, panels, or barricades. With drop-offs greater than 4 inches either
positive separation or a 3:1 wedge is required. For temporary conditions,
drop-offs greater'than 4 inches may be protected by drums, panels, or
barricades for short distances, during daylight, while work is being
performed.

The State of 6eorgia requires pavement on the Interstate system to be
matched in adjacent lanes by the end of the next day. They set 2 inches as
the maximum height allowable for drop-offs exposed to traffic. They also
require appropriate signing where drop-offs occur.

Although Kentucky does not have a formal policy concerning drop-offs,
they said that projects with drop-offs are generally closed to traffic.

Mississippi generally allows drop-offs of up to 2 inches without
protective devices and requires. protective devices at drop-offs greater than 2
inches.

North Carolina has set 2 inches as the maximum drop-off height allowed.
All paving projects in the State must have adjacent lanes of pavement matched
within 24 hours. Use of the W8-9a sign is required when traffic is exposed to
drop-offs.

South Carolina sets 1.5 inches as the maximum drop-off height they will
allow on resurfacing projects. They also require warning signs.

Tennessee does not allow night traffic on projects where drop-offs
occur. Pavement must be matched in adjacent lanes within 24 hours. Warning
lights and barrels are required when the drop-off exceeds 2.5 inches.

(Information for this sumnary was obtained from a survey conducted by TRB and
information provided by Region 4.)
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REGION 5

A survey of the States in Region 5 was conducted in 1987 and was
confirmed by telephone conversation in February of 1989.

Standard Specifications in Illinois require that drop-offs of 3 or more
inches at the edge of the pavement be protected by type I or II barricades at
100-foot intervals when they were greater than 4 miles in length. This
applies to both resurfacing and excavation and milling type projects. The
pavement in adjacent lanes is required to be matched before the next,lift is
placed, and within 24 hours. Appropriate signing is required and no open
trenches greater than 3 inches are allowed to exist overnight.

Indiana requires, on resurfacing projects only, that barricades be
placed where drop-offs exceed 2 inches adjacent to the pavement. Up to 3-inch
drop-offs are permitted outside the shoulder. These specifications are
contained in the Contract Special Provisions. All other situations are
covered in the Traffic Control Plan. Deep excavations at the edge of the
pavement require temporary concrete barriers to separate them from the
traveled way.

The State cif Michigan does not have a formal policy, but has
specifications that state that low shoulders be delineated and that hazards be
removed as soon as possible. Pavement in adjacent lanes must be matched by
the end of the day or else warning signs must be provided and barricades
placed every 100 feet to delineate the traveled way. They frequently make use
of a longitudinal taper joint when drop-offs are expected to be under traffic.

The State of Minnesota, likewise, does not have a formal pavement drop-
off policy, but as a general practice allows drop-offs under 2 inches to be
left untreated unless the drop-off occurs between lanes, then warning signs
are required. Drop-offs between 2,and 4-6 inches (varies between districts)
are signed as low shoulders and may be delineated with channelizing devices.
Drop-offs over 4-6 inches are signed and delineated with channelizing devices.
In most cases adjacent lanes of pavement must be matching by the end of the
day. Excessive drop-offs require the use of concrete barriers.

Ohio has no official drop-off policy, however, drop-offs are considered
and discussed during the development of the traffic control plan. Their
specifications allow for a maximum 2-inch drop-off and require pavement in
adjacent lanes to be matched within 24 hours after placement. Open trenches
are protected by barrels. Ohio has utilized, on many occasions, all the
techniques discussed in the 1985 memo from the C&M Division.

The State of Wisconsin does not have a drop-off policy, but as a general
rule, uses the provisions in the MUTCD. These are included in the contract
plan.

(The infornation in this summary was obtained from stirveys conducted by TRS
and Region 5.)
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REGION 6

The States in Region 6 follow no definite pattern when it comes to
mitigating drop-offs in work zones.

The State of Arkansas allows a maximum drop-off of 3 inches on the
centerline pavement edge and 4 inches maximum at the edge of the shoulder.
When resurfacing lifts are less than 1 inch no treatment is necessary.
Between 1 and 3 inches, at the centerline, an uneven lane sign (WSP-1) is
required. At the shoulder edge, a drop-off of between 1 and 4 inches requires
that a drop-off sign (WSP-2) be used. Adjacent lanes must be matched within
24 hours unless an emergency arises.

Although there is no formal policy in Louisiana, as a general rule,
drop-offs of less than 2 inches are allowed to exist without any treatments
whiie drop-offs of greater than 2 inches require in
the end of the day. They are currently looking at
one being developed by the State of Oklahoma.

The State of New Mexico requires a 6:l taper
greater than 1.5 inches in vertical height. At he

tching lanes-of pavement by
a policy patterned after

on the edges of lifts
ghts greater than 3 inches

they require panels or barrels in addition to the taper. Adjacent lanes of
pavement are usually matched within 24 hours.

Oklahoma, at present, has no drop-off policy in construction work zones.
The State is currently developing a policy based on the state-of-the-practice
in other States.

Because of the size of the State and the decentralized nature of the
State DOT, Texas does not have one single pavement drop-off policy. Each
district sets their own standards which they will follow, so practices vary
throughout the State. Some districts are making use of the longitudinal taper
joint.

(The information in this sumnary was obtained from a survey conducted by TRB
and telephone conversations with each FHWA Division Office's Pavement
Specialist.)
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REGION 7

In a memorandum dated May 13, 1988, Region 7 strongly encouraged States
in that Region to develop policies, mitigating pavement edge drop-offs,
conforming to the following guidelines:

1) For "vertical drop-offs of 1 to 2 inches in height. . .
consideration should be given to providing appropriate signing and
delineation, and limiting drop-off length and time of exposure."

2) Drop-offs from 2 to 4 inches should have a slope of 1:l or
flatter with appropriate warning signs and delineation.

3) Drop-offs over 4 inches should have a 3:l or flatter drop-off slope
and obstruction free area or positive separation.

4) A pavement edge that traffic is expected to cross should not have an
effective height greater than 1 inch. Greater heights (up to 3
inches) should be treated with a wedge slope of no steeper than 3:l.
The TV's should provide for a reduced speed limit of 35 mph.

The Region further. stated that each situation should be thoroughly and
individually analyzed, taking into account cross section features, traffic
volume and mix, speed, and practicality and feasibility of the treatment
options.

The four States in this Region, Iowa, Kansas, Missouri, and Nebraska
have essentially complied with the guidelines recommended by the Region. The
State of Kansas has proposed that all lifts have a 1:l wedge and uses
channelizing devices at spacings equal to twice the speed limit. The State of
Missouri allows a 2-inch height differential (their maximum lift thickness is
1 3/4) before they require any kind of treatment on both traversable and non-
traversable sections.

(The information for this sumnary was obtained from a survey conducted by TRB
and a survey conducted by Region 7.)
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REGION 8

Most of the States in Region 8 have developed a formal policy mitigating
edge drop-offs.

The State of Colorado allows a 1 inch, untreated, maximum drop-off
height. Any drop-off exceeding 1 inch, and exposed to traffic, must use a 3:l
slope joint at the longitudinal edge. They also require appropriate signing
throughout projects where drop-offs occur.

In the State of Montana all longitudinal joints greater than 3/4 of an
inch in height must have a 5:l tapered longitudinal joint.

In North Dakota, although there is no policy, drop-offs are generally
limited to 1.5 inches in height and pavement in adjacent lanes must be matched
within 24 hours.

The State of South Dakota has a policy limiting the height of drop-offs
to 2 inches and requiring adjacent lanes of pavement to be matched within 24
hours. On multi-lane highways traffic is kept off the joint entirely.
Appropriate signing is required where ever drop-offs occur.

Although Utah allows up to &inch drop-offs, pavement in adjacent lanes
must be matched by the end of the day so that no drop-off is left exposed
overnight. A sloped 3:l wedge at the longitudinal joint is sometimes used.

In the State of Uyaning any paving operation that creates a drop-off of
more than 1 inch shall have pavement in adjacent lanes be matching by the end
of the day. In situations where this is not possible a 3:l longitudinal
sloped joint is used.

(The information for this sumnary was obtained from a survey conducted by TRB
and from Wyoming State specifications.)
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No State in Region 9 has developed a formal policy mitigating the hazard
of pavement drop-off.

The State of Arizona uses a 4:l wedge joint at the longitudinal pavement
edge between adjacent lifts. A study performed by Arizona DOT has shown that
superior compaction is obtained at the joint with this technique. They use
warning signs when the vertical difference between lanes is between 1 to 3
inches and cones, drums, or barricades when the difference is greater than 3
inches*

California is currently working on a drop-off policy for their State.
As a general practice they allow a maximum drop-off of .15 feet (1.8 inches)
between lifts. They require appropriate signing where drop-offs exist.

Although they do not have a forndl policy, the State of Hawaii generally
does not allow drop-offs to exist overnight by requiring the full travel way
to be paved daily. There is usually no *?ott? than a 3 inch height difference
between lifts. The longitudinal sloped joint is sometimes used at the
discretion of the engineer.

The State of Nevada has no formal policy concerning maximum allowable
drop-off height. The length of an exposed drop-off can not extend beyond the
length of 1 days paving. Appropriate signing is required on projects where
drop-offs exist.

(Information for this sumnary was qbtained from a survey conducted by TRB and
from Region 9 Pavement Specialist.)
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REGION 10

The States in Region 10 treat edge drop-offs differently.

Alaska at present has no formal policy dealing with drop-offs, however
they are currently working on one. As a general practice they allow drop-offs
to exist for one day's paving operation and allow for a maximum drop-off
height of 2 inches.

The State of Idaho has no formal policy concerning edge drop-off
heights. Drop-offs are handled on a job-by-job basis at the discretion of the
engineer. They do require appropriate signing where drop-offs exist. On '
resurfacing projects the lifts are generally 3 inches thick. In the past
Idaho has used the sloped longitudinal joint, but it is not now included in
the specifications.

In Oregon if the drop-off height is greater than 2 inches then the
pavement in adjacent lanes must be matched by the end of the day or a 1O:l
sloped wedge must be used at the longitudinal joint. The joint is then cut
back to a vertical face when paving resumes. If the drop-off is between 1 and
2 inches in height then adjacent lanes of pavement must be matched within 24
hours.

In Uashington the general practice is to have drop-offs not exceed .20
feet (2.4 inches) in height where exposed to traffic. When drop-offs exceed
this height channelizing devices are required. The State requires pavement
in adjacent lanes to be matched within 24 hours. They also require
appropriate signing where exposed. drop-offs exist.

(The information for this summary &as obtained from a survey conducted Sy TRB
and information collected by Region 10.)
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In general, the various State highway agencies have attempted to set
some limits in height and length for drop-offs on resurfacing projects.
Recently these limits have come in the way of formal policies issued by the
State. Forty percent of the States have developed formal policies at this
point in time, with several more currently working on such policies. In
nearly all cases, these policies conform with the suggestions in the
memorandum issued by the Construction and Maintenance Division in Dec'ember of
1986. While these policy statements lnostly refer to resurfacing projects, it
is felt that the Z-inch criteria could be used as a standard for milling and
excavation type projects and even as a criteria for maintenance.
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LONGITUDINAL JOINT CONSTRUCTION METHODS

The original intent of the TRB questionnaire sent out to State agencies
in 1987, was to determine the state of the practice with longitudinal joint
construction with flexible pavements. One practice that is growing in
popularity is the use of a longitudinal wedge joint between adjacent lifts of
asphalt. Several States already use a tapered edge when a longitudinal edge
is exposed to traffic (see figure 2). Studies have demonstrated (see
literature review) the safety benefits from the use of such a treatment. In
many cases before the adjacent lane is placed, the wedge is cut back to a
vertical edge for the joint between lifts. Recently some state highway
agencies, namely Arizona and New Jersey, have experimented with the use of the
tapered edge as the joint itself as opposed to the more common vertical butt
joint. In the research which has been performed, both States claim to get a
superior joint with the tapered edge, or "wedge edge." Higher and more
uniform densities have been consistently obtained in the area of the joint
which is believed will result in a longer pavement life. The tapered joint is
expected to yield improved rideability because fewer transverse joints would
be required in the pavement. This is because the pavers would not be required
to be pulled back at specified lengths for the paving of adjacent lanes, in
order to maintain matching pavement requirements normally associated with the
use of vertical butt joints.

The State of Arizona originally used a 6:l sloped wedge, but this has
changed to a 4:l wedge. It is formed by a sloping shoe attached to the paver
in order to form the joint. The face of the wedge joint is compacted with a
pneumatic tired roller, and then the adjacent lane is paved to finish the
joint. The state of New Jersey uses a steel plate attached to the paver
forming a wedge of 3:l slope. The joint face is not compacted, but it is
heated with an infrared heater immediately preceding the placement of the
adjacent lift, for better bonding. For more information, the reader is
encouraged to contact the previously mentioned State highway agencies.

From the research which has been performed to date in this area, the
"wedge edge" appears to be a viable solution to the drop-off problem on paving
and resurfacing type projects. Instead of creating problems with joint
construction it has been shown to yield many desirable benefits.

.
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t3 Memoranaum

Washington, 0. C. 20590

sub~ecl Guidelines for Mitigating Pavement Dropoffs
in Construction and Maintenance Work Zones

From Chief, Construction and Maintenance Division
Office of Highway Operations

To' Regional Federal Highway Administrators
Regions l-10
Direct Federal Program Administrator

One of the problems noted during our 1986 construction reviews and work
zone safety reviews involves pavement dropoffs adjacent to construction and
maintenance activities. These dropoffs include those created by pavement or
bridge deck removal work, shoulder excavations, and the placement of new
1 ayers of pavement. When not properly addressed, dropoffs may lead to an
errant vehicle losing control resulting in property dunage, injury, and
possibly death. It was found that many States do not have any policy or
guidelines addressing this hazardous situation. With the growing nunber
of 3R/4R projects, there is potential for dropoff incidents to increase
significantly.

To address this concern, information has been compiled and used to develop
steps to mitigate potentially hazardous dropoffs. These suggested procedures
are based on findings from recent research, current policies and guidelines
fran a nunber of States, and consideration of construction operations. The
information presented here is not Intended in any way to represent policy or
to serve as a directive of the FIIWA, nor does it represent or prcmulgate any
new standard. Instead, this infonnation is to provide guidelines to States
in the development of their own dropoff policy.

Any dropoff is considered hazardous, but those greater than 2 inches, left
overnight, and immediately adjacent to traffic have a high accident potential.'
For such situations, one or a combination of the following mitigating measures
is recommended:

1. Specify that the contractor schedule resurfacing or construction
operations such that no dropoff is left unprotected overnight, or,
as a minimum, limit the length of the dropoff and the period of
exposure.

2. If feasible, place steel plates to cover an excavation or trench,
A wedge of material around the cover may be required in order to
assure a smooth transition between the pavement and the plate.
Warning signs should be used t0 alert motorists of the presence
of steel plates particularly when the plates are on the travel
lanes.
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3.

4.

5.

Place a wedge of material along the face of the dropoff. The wedge
should consist of stable material placed at a 3:l or flatter slope.
Warning signs may be needed in advance and throughout the treatment.
Pavement markings or markers are useful in delineatlng the edge of
the travel 1 ang.

Place channelizing devices along the traffic side of the hazard and
maintain a &foot wide buffer between the edge of the travel lane and
the dropoff. The minimun spacing of the devices in feet should be, at
most, twice the speed in miles per hour. Oropoff warning signs should
be placed in advance and throughout the dtopoff treatment.

Install portable concrete barriers or other acceptable positive barriers
with a 2.foot buffer between the barrier face and the traveled way.
An acceptable crashworthy terminal or f-lared barriers are required.at
the upstream end of the section. For nighttime use, the barriers must
he supplemented by standard delineation devices, i.e., paint,
retroreflective tape, markers, or warning lights.

For dropoffs greater than 6 inches, recommendatfon 5 is strongly suggested
if recommendations 1 or 2 are not feasible. Speed reduction measures need
to be considered particularly for recommendations 4 and 5. Although these
mitigating measures are directed to nighttime conditions, dropoffs must also
be properly addressed during daylight operations.

We recognize that there may be sane reluctance by the States to develop a
dropoff policy or guidelines. The primary concern that has been stated in
the past is that the development of such a policy would increase the
potential for tort liability actions. It has however also been stated that
the existancc of properly developed policies and conformance to those
pal icies can in fact provide the State with a good defense against tort
1 iability. More important however, is that such policies will provide
greater protection frun accidents and injuries for the motorist.

we strongly encourage you to work with the States on the development of such
policies. If my further informatlon or technical assistance isnpeded,
please contact us at your convenience.
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TRANSPO?TATION PESE>4RCH BOARD
CPIMITTEE ON FLEXIBLE PAVEPENT DESIGN

COHPILATION  OF QUPSTIONNAIRIZ  ON
LONGITUDINAL JOINT CONSTRUCTION

The questionnaire on longitudinal joint construction vas developed *to
determine practices and concerns of leaving an open joint vhen paving. The
questionnaire focused primarily on safety to the traveling public and joint
durability. A copy of the questionnaire is attached.

Responses were received from 4S states, 2 turnpike agencies, and 4
Canadian Provinces. The compilation of these responses follovs.

Thirty-five agencies allov step-offs (open faces) for nev construction
and thirty-three l llov them on resurfacing. Of the 26 agencies allovlng
this practice and having a aaxiaum step-off, 62% have a maximum of 2”; 19%
have a maximum of 1 l/2”; and only 15% l llov 3” or more. Pive agencies
require a taper and this varies betvem 3:l and 1011. Twnty-nine  agencies
have a aaximum time limit of 1 day or 24 hours over vhfch to pave the
l djacmt lane. The others have no specified time limit.

The question l ddresalng signing required ansvers vhich vere somevhat
hard to compile because the Hanual of Uniform Traffic Control Devices
(WTCD) has no standard sign for a lane step-off or uneven paving. There-
fore, l isinformatlve signs or* note often, signs that l ra designed by the
agency aro used to alert the public of the step-off. Six agencies use the
standard signs of Lov Shoulder (V8-9A) or No Passing (Vl4-3). Pourtetn
agencies use special signs vith 10 either stating or illustrating Uneven
Pavement, 3 state Abrupt Edge and one says Center Line Drop Off. Thirteen
agencies use no signs mentioning the step-off.

Of 32 agencies requiring special longitudinal joint techniques, one or
more of the folloving techniques are used.

Hatching shoe s3x
Tacked joint s3x
.Cutback to vertical face 38%
Tapw 19%
30’ ski 6%
Joint h-tar 3%

SeV8r81 agencies strted that tacking or Cutting back to 8 vertical
face vu rquired, if  necess8ry.

The 8gencier th8t do not allov an open joint require the contractor to
move the paver back and square up daily vhcn paving under traffic. For nev
construction, full vidth paving and paving in echelon are generally alloved
as alternatives to moving the paver back daily.

No agencies reported any special density requirement on a joint. One
is attempting to develop a joint density specification.

Thirty-eight of the agencies responded that they have no spettfied
methods to prevent rounding of the joint edge by traffic. Nine (18%) do
not rrllov any traffic on the joint at any time.
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The question requesting the responders opinion as to hov hazardous a
step-off is to various vehicles drrv some interesting responses. One
responder invoktd the fifth amendment. The rat ings  are  l i s ted belov.  Hany
responders assumed the “no” column, left in through a design flav, to mean
“not hazardous” and thus resulted in an additional rating to that intended.

Hazardous to :

Rating

Ex trcacly Somcvha t Sl igh t ly Not

Trac tor  Tra i le r s 6 18 10
Passenger Cars 7 15 6
Conp8ct C8rs 16 19 10 3
Ho totcycles 32 10 6 0

This response is in line vith anticipated results. Motorcycles and
comp8ct cars 8re thought to be the most affected urd tractor trailers the
le8st 8ffected.

The question concerning special procedures or devl8tions did not drav
my comments not alre8dy Included in the compll8tion. Likevise, t h e
question requesting speci81 joint edge shapes only provided inforution on
tapers, vhich has alre8dy been c8ttgorized.

CONCLUSIONS

1. Almost 213 of the agencies responding allov step-offs.

2. Tventy-five of the tvmty-six agencies 8lloving step-offs, permit
1 112” or gre8ter.

.3* a) There is no stand8rd sign for a lane step-off in the lknud of
Uniform Traffic Control Devices (HUTCD).

b) In the absence of 8 HUKD approved sign, m8ny different signs, some
mislnform8tive,  8re used.

6. The use of a Putching shoe and a tacked joint 8re the tvo most often
used specirl longltudln81 joint requirements.

5 . Most respondents feel that the hazard of a step-off affects motorcycles
more than cars or truclu. Of cars or truc1U, compact cars are felt to
be most severely affected.

RECOMMDATION

The only retommendrtion  th8t is apparent from this compilation is that
a need exists for the N8tional Committee on Uniform Traffic Control Devices
to approve a standard sign vhlch can be used for p8venents vith step-qffs.
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Memorandum

Suolec* Life-Cycle Cost AnalysisACTION: . lTabe SEP I 5 I992

F'~m Chairman, PMCG

'O PMCG Members (See Attached List)

A Life-Cycle Costing (LCC) Task,Force has been formed in response to LCC 2
interest expressed by the FHWA Research and Development Executive Board at its
1991-92 winter meeting. The Task Fqrce consists of representatives from the
Associate Administrators for Policy (HPP-12), Research (HNR-20), Program
Development (HNG-421, Motor Carrier (HIA-EO), and Administration (HCP-22).
The Task Force mission is to develop recontnendationt for the Research and
Development Executive Board on appropriate ways to incorporate LCC analysis
into the Federal-aid highway program, as well as the necessa'ry LCC'research,
development, and training needs.

Attached for your review and cormnents is a draft of the Task Force's
prel iminaty study paper, "Life-Cycle Costing and Life-Cycle Cost Analysis:
Applications Within FHWA and The Federal-aid Highway Program." We are
scheduling a presentation and discussion period of the Task Force's initial
effort at the next PMCG meeting. We are seeking PMCG reaction, input and
suggestion for improvement necessary to obtain PMCG endorsement of a course of
action prior to presenting 'the task force findings to the Executive Research
Review Board on October 22.

We would appreciate receiving your comments by September 28. Mr.. Jim Walls
has been designated to coordinate'this effort and is available to address any
questions you may have or clarify any proposals contained in the preliminary
study. Mr. Walls can be redched at 366-1339.

/
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PMCC Members:

Lou Papet

Richard Torbik

Tom Pasko

Doug Bernard

Madeline Bloom

Dave McElhaney

John Grimm

W. Mendenhall, Jr.

0ynrk Lord

Paul Teng

Don Fohs

Ted Ferragut

Dick McComb

IWG-40

HEP-10

IINR-1

HTA-1

HPP-1

HPM-1

HIA-

HRJk06

Km-2d

mm-40

HNR-30

HTA-20

XTA-2
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Life Cycle Costing and Ufe Cycle

costAna.iysis: .

Applications Within

FHWA and The Fedemhid

Highway Program

Preliminary Study
August 1992

Task Force Members:
Jim Walls HNG-42 (Pavements)

Byron boT;j HNR-20 (Research)

Walt Manning HPP-12 (Policy)
Dennis Miller HIA- (Motor Carrier)
Frank Yaltor HCP-32 (Contracts and Procurement)
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gxecutlvt Sumnary

In response to interest expressed by the FHWA Research and Development Executive
Board in Life-Cycle Costing (LCC), the Pavement Management Coordinating Croup
(PMCG) established an internal LCC Task Force consisting of representatives from
the major afftcted*Associate Administrators. The Task Force was specifically
charged with developing recomendations on appropriate LCC research needs.

Fundamental to accomplishing its primary tasking, the Task Force had to first
identify current and potential FHWA LCC applications along.with some fundamental
policy implications. The Task Force also looked at the LCC implication of the
ISTEA. This paper includes the Task Force's preliminary efforts in this area.

In terms of its specific tasking on LCC research needs, this paper identifies
relevant LCC issues and limitations.
a plan of action.

It lays out research approach options and

Based on its initial efforts, the Task F.orct proposes two separate but concurrent
LCC efforts; an internal LCC policy development effort and a two-phase LCC
contract research effort. The policy development effort, although internally
directed, would most likely require some outside contractor support.

Under Phase I of the contract research effort, FHWA would contract with several
companies to provide inter-disciplinary teams to define and clarify LCC issues
and necessary research. Phase I work would incl udt development of detailed work
plans that address the identified LCC research needs. Under Phase II, FHWA would
continue to fund a more limited number of multi-disciplinary research teams to
actually conduct the more promising research activities identified in Phase 1.

The results of this proposed multi-phase research effort and the internal policy
development effort would eventually be digested into FHWA guidance on LCC. This
final step would most likely be done with in-house staff using consultant
support.

The Task Force stresses from the onset that the outputs of life-cycle cost
analysis (LCCA) .are not decisions in themselves; but rather inputs into the
decision making process.

A draft copy of this paper was circulated to the PMCG and discussed a? the las?
July 14 PMCG meeting. The draft paper has been revised to incorporate their
views and comments.

The Task Force at this point has not made contact with any of FHWA's partners
and/or customers. Consistent with FHWA's outreach program, the Task Force
suggests-t&t appropriate outside groups be contacted before research funding
decisions art made. Groups such as the American Trucking Association and the
Association of American Railroads have conducted research in this area and art
likely to have a keen interest in FHWA's efforts. Industry groups such as NAPA,
AI, PCA, plus ARTBA would also be interested.
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,- ‘\ A Life-Cycle Costing (LCC) Task Force was formed by Mr. Louis Papet, chairman of
the pnC6, in response to LCC Interest expressed by the Research and Deve)opment
Execgtive Board at its 1991 - 92 winter i%eetIng. The Task Force is composed of
representatives. from the Associate Administrators for Policy (HPP-12), Research
(HNR-PO), Program Development (HNG-42), Motor .Carri er (HIA-20), and
Administration (HCP-22). Specific Task Force members include:

Jim Walls HNG-42 (Office of Engineering, Pavements Division)

Byron Lord HNR-20 (Office of Engineering, Highway Operations
Research and Development, Pavements Division)

Yalt Manning HPP-12 (Office of Policy Development, Transportation
Studies Division)

Dennis Miller HIA- (Hotor Carrier) >

Frank Yaltos HCP-32 (Office of Contracts and Procurement
Research and Special Programs Division)

The Task Force mission is to develop recormnendations for the FHUA Research and
Development Executive Board on appropriate ways to Incorporate KC analysts into
the Federal-aid highway program, as well as the necessary LCC research,
development, and training needs.

This study paper first defines LCC, LCC analysis, and cost effectiveness. It
then discusses potential LCC applications with their iaplfcattonr. This
discussion is followed by a sumrry of current policlcs and a look at new LCC
mandates. Cenerrl LCC technical and policy related Issues and limitations are
then discussed. In the closing sections, the paper discusses potential
approaches to determining and conducting needed research and training necessary
to implement LCCA, and finally, the last section presents recommendations on the
preferred course of action.

Definitions

current literiture loosely defines life-cycle costing/life-cycle cost analysis
as a form of economic analysis which focuses attention on detenaining the longer
term economic implications of alternative strategies rather than merely the
initial or front end costs of the immediate decision at hand. It is a tool that
can be used to assist in making economically prudent long-term ,expenditure
decisions, i.e., .cost-effective investment decisions.

The TGTForce believes the terms "life-cycle costing' and 'life-cycle cost
analysis' are synonymous. However, life-cycle cost analysis is more descriptive
of the inherent analytical process and, as a result, the remainder of this paper
uses the tenn life-cycle cost analysis (LCCA).

- .
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A related teti, cost iffcctivencss, also has bearing in terPls'of F~A.poli~~
Cost effectiveness is an tcOnOmiC related measure (generally a ratio) th$
descrlbct how ~11 an altematfve meets a performance type objective in.relatiol
to the cost of achieving that ,performance. The cost component of CO&
effectiveness measures *should generally reflect llfc-cycle cost. The
attractiveness of using cost-effectlveness measures Is based on its abitlty to
tie cost to performance. For example, a cost-effective measure in the safety
area might be cost/accident reduced. In terms of pavements, it could be cost per
ESAL carried until tenninal serviceability 4s reached.

AS well as defining what LCCA and cost effectiveness are, It is equally important
to define what they are not. The Task Force stresses from the onset that the
outputs of life-cycle cost analysis are not decisions In themselves; but rather
inputs into the decisionmaking process.

LCC A~~lfcations

The Task Force sees two distinct areas where LCCA could be applied within FHUA,
internal and external applications.

:ie;;pport dectslonmaklng at the national level.
.The FHUA can use internal applications

related to the Federal-aid highway program.
External appl Ications are those

application possibilities.
Within each area there are multiple

In tenet of the Federal-aid highway program, there are several potential decision
levels where highway agencies could.apply LCCA. These decision levels include
but are not necessarily limited to:

State Network Analysis - To evaluate total funding needs and to
determine resource allocation levels for the various systems, project
categories, or improvement types in relation tq estrbllshed system
wide perfonnancc goals. The ‘LCCA can also be incorporated tnto the
various management systems required by the ISTEA.

Project Priorititation
in lieu of another.

- To Compare the merits of funding.one project

Pavement Design - To asfist in pavement type selection and to
evaluate the marginal rate of return for providing premium in lieu of
standard pavements.

Raterials Specifications - To compare the use of imported premium.
aggregate versus lower qua1 ity, but locally available. aggregate.

Total Qua1 Ity Management - To evaluate the long-term impact of
increased attention to quality control. For example, increased
e'XpZhditure for research and testing equipment may quickly pay for
itself.

OperatIonal Analysts - To evaluate catch basin clean out policy, the
type and application rates of de-icing chemicals, use of cathodic
protection, etc.
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Internally, the FHUA already incorporates cost-effective consjderatlons'in terns
of national level policy development and analysis of al ttmrtc Invesmnt
strategies. The Associate Administrator for Policy Incorporates many aspects
of life-cycle .costing analysis during development of the biennial report to
Congress, 'Status.of the Nations Highway and Bridges.’ Some NC principles have
been and more will be included in cost allocation -studies and in developing and
evaluating legislative proposals.

Externally, the FHVA does not specifically require State highway agencies (SW)
to conduct life-cycle costing or economic analysis in support of either program
or project level decisions as a precondition for federal-aid funding. This is
not true for other US DOT Modal Administrations.

The Federal Transit Administration (ffA) requires development of cost-
effectiveness measures based on life-cycle cost analysis in support of grant
applications for Section 3 discretionary money. This requirement, called an
Alternatives Analvsis, must be conducted by applicaots at the Draft EIS stage,
and the results must be included in the Draft EIS. This Alternatives Analysis
requirement has been in place for many years, and the FTA has developed and
published specific procedural guidelines on how to conduct it.

In contrast, the FHUA has administered a formula based rather than a’
discretionary program and has encouraged rather than mandated LCCA in the State
and local decisionmaking process affecting Federal-aid highway funds. While FHUA
will continue to administer a predominately formula based program, FHUA now
administers some discretionary programs. The LCC would appear to have a more
substantive roll in discretionary programs.

The FHYA, in its pavement policy, requires W's to have a pavement management
systems (WS). In that policy, FWA defines.PM as a set of tools for finding
cost-effective strategies.

At its March S-10 meeting, the Research.and Technology Coordinating Comnittec
developed comments on the FHYA R&T program. Among other conments, the committee
noted that, l . . . the lack of attention to life-cycle COSQ and benefits is a
major impediment to the utilization of highway related technologies. Particular
effort should be made in the research program to develop novel, user-friendly,
and robust methods and tools for life-cycle costing'

JSTEA LCC Provisior&

The Intennodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act (ISTEA) of 1991 specifically
addresses LCC under sections 134(f)(12) and 135(c)(20). These sections require
that the metropolitan and statewide planning'processet incorporate consideration
of seTeEl factors including "the use of life-cycle costs in the design and,
engineering of bridges, tunnels, or pavement."

Cost effectiveness is referenced in section 119, ‘Interstate Maintenance
Program.' Under subsection 4, it establishes eligibility when a 'State can
demonstrate . . . that such activities are J cost- effective means . . .',
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'The ISTEA alSO addresses LCCA in FTAfS Section 3(i) program. -T)H &fsqins both
weaken and strengthen the apPlication of KC in FTA's Alternative halysi:
While the legislation specifically exempts certain metropolitan. aicas fpo,
Alternativts Analysis rcquirtMMt&
requirements in non exempted amat.

it strengthened the Alternative Analysts

One aspect of 'ih.c.I~~ that presents somewhat of a dilenxna for LCCA IS the
requirement to develop and implement several manigement systems. While cuprent
experience reveals that PMS't can be used to foster systematic decftiins based
on life-cycle costs, few if any, explicitly incorporate user costs OP the time
value of money. Host focus on maximizing perfomance .based on fixed budgets.
Even in those highway agencies that have PMs's in which budget level and
performance impact are directly related, the systems have little to do with
ultimate budget decisions.

LCC Analvsis 1s~

Each LCCA application will, to varying degrees, have its own specific LCC issues.
However, some of the more obvious fundamental issues include determining:

(a) the appropriate life cyclc.and analysis periods Y
(b) the alternatives that should be included
(c) the-performance histories of the al ternativet
(d) the cost factors to be included '
(e) the actual costs of the various cost factors
(f) the appropriate discount rate -- _. j -._._ . . ._ .

Procedural issues are also a concern. It include cdncems over how:.,_.. -. _ . - . . ,I =

(a) inflation is addressed?“. . .
(b) sensitive the results ar;e to the discount rate?..,
(c) performance history variations are addressed?
(d) Agency Costs and User Costs are incorporated?
(e) SHAs can capture and re-invest user cost savings?

Teehnlcal. Pollcv and Procedural Issues and Llnitatlwq

Leaitimate Sub.jectivc Inoutg

Being a form of economic analysis, LCCA has all the strengths, weaknesses, and
limitations of traditional economic analysis. Foremost among the weaknesses is
the fact that LCCA includes many technical assumptions and policy related
positions which directly influence the outcome of such analysis. The assumptions
and policy inputs necessary to conduct an analysis can be very subjective and
highly susceptible to criticism from all parties impacted by the analysis.- -
Technical assumptions and policy inputs must be clearly identified along with
supporting rational. Rational limits OP acceptable ranges should be established
for technical inputs and policy related assumptions. Sensitivity analysis should
be conducted within the acceptable ranges to evaluate the influence of the
parameter being considered.
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~lttmativt Devtlabtint .

; ._.
Another important LCC issut is assuring consideration of a broad range of
alternatives. The .LCCA cannot be used to evaluate the economic wisdw of a
particular alternative in and of itself.
merits between .alttmatives.

It can .only evaluate the relative

essential.
AS such, incorporating all viable alternatives 1s

This'- should include promising neu approaches and technology.
Unfortunately, estimating the perfonnanct lives of alternatives, is at best, both
an art and a science even when historical data is available. Untii td but
promising alternatives inherently incorporate greater risk than the tried and
true. This additional risk has to be addressed. _

Private industry incorporates risk through the selection.of appropriate-discount
rates. Riskier projects (investments) require prospects of greater (generally
3-S% more) return. The SHA efforts in developing PM Systems and SHRP LTPP
research' will develop a better understanding of pavement performance
relationships and should help in reducing risk.

Performance Eauivalency
.

Implicit in economic analysis is the assumption that performance differences
between alttrnatlvts can be clearly defined, captured, and reflected in the
analytical results. Yhilt this is true for some aspects, it is not always the
cast. All alternatives which have .thc SW 'useful lift," in terms of tither
years or loadings, do not ntcettari3y provide equivalent perfonnancc over that
"useful life.' m

For example, two competing pavtmtnt rthabilitatlon alternatives with the same
pavement life, may very well deteriorate differently. If this is the cisr, than
they will provide different levels of service over their useful lives, even if
they reach the same terminal serviceability at the'samt timt (set figurt 1).

Al ternativt A

. .

2 4 6 !iat/EEL* 12 . 14 16 18 20
--a

Figure 1 Pavement Performance Histories
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- table and .Noti-aua& fi able

In any economic analysts, there are, generally speaktng, non- costabl&
quantifiable tlemf!nJs that,.none++ess, need to be considered in the

and non-
decision

making process. The how and the degree to uhlch the non-costable and non-
quantifilble elements are addressed is a major Issue. While broader scope
analysis are more complete, they are not necessarily more accurate.

The degree to which current and future costs and benefits can be accurately
estimated severely limit the ability of LCCA to distinguish between of
alternatives when LCCA reveals little economic difference. When LCCA results are
relatively close (within 10-20x of one another) relative risk and other
considerations take on greater significance;

ljser Costf
,

Highway user costs,
controversial.

particularly travel time or delay cost, have been
While they may be difficult to quantify and price, construction

imposed traffic delays have become, and are likely to continue to be,, an ever
increasing burden imposed on the public.

Currently, highway agencies have little economic incentive to select alternatives
that minimize total (agency plus user) LCC. The alternative with the lowest
total life-cycle cost may well be the one that has the lowest user cost but, at
the same time, the highest agency cost. Because there are no readily available
mechanisms .for highway agencies to transfom reductions in user costs to
additional highway investment capital, the currint system encourages highwav
agencies to minimize agency rather than total costs. This tends to result
significant sub-optimization of total possible benefits. . . _. ,i:;:._ .. . ._
This issue is addressed to some extent by reqiiring' f;ll maintenance of traffic
on heavily traveled routes. Highway agencies are already paying a premium on
certain projects for limiting the contractors hours of operation.and/or elaborate
traffic detours. Highway agencies need to anticipate this trend and incorporate
higher future rehabilitation cost in current life-cycle cost analysis.

Marqinal Costs

The LCCA is generally used as a means of determining the most economically
efficient (some times the cheapest) project from among a set of alternative that
adequately meet the minimum performance requirements. This may well be short
sighted. Highway agencies need to look at marginal costs, especially when
relatively modest total cost increases make significant differences in
performance and or service lives. Premium pavements may be economically
justif4&. in areas with no alternative routes for maintenance,. rehabflitation,
and/or reconstruction activities.

Qiscount Rate

As a minimum, model LCCA procedures should incorporate the time vaiue of money
and discount future cost and benefits to a COrnnOr! time. As just noted, such
procedures must include internal (highway agency), as well as external (user)
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costs associated rfth a. hi&way facdlity over its intended useful' life
procedures, hoyevet, would have to provide guidance on how to deal with':::
highway agency f inability t0 capture user cost saving for future reinvestment.

Procedures ,,

lo be practical,'
policy issues

LCCA must be conducted using procedures that tecognlre the
that influence the.analysis and expllcftly document the Policy

positions taken in the analysis.
procedural guidelines.

The FHWA does not currently have LCCA
If the FHUA intends to use LCCA internally, it needs to

establish procedures governing such applications. If, on the other hand, FHUA
expects to encourage consideration of LCCA in State and local highway agency
decisions affecting Federal-aid highway funds, FHWA will need to establjsh LCCA
procedural guide1 Ines.
and evaluate all

From a technical aspect, model procedures should identffy
viable alternatives and relevant cost factors. They -should

incorporate technfques for developing accurate cost, performance, and service
lives of identified alternatives.

Alternate ADoroaches

While the Task Force has been able to identify areas where LCCA research would
be productive, it believes a more comprehensive look at the entire process as
applies to highway investment decisionmaking is warranted. The Task Force
further believes that integration of the many debatable positions into a cohesive
position on the application of LCC and approprlatc guidelines on the conduct of
LCCA within the FHWA program would be much more positive contribution.

The Task Force also looked at developing an in-house uorking group to review the
literature and identify and conduct the needed research. The Task force believes
FHUA does not have sufficient manpower in the appropriate multf-dlsctpltnary
fields available to make a significant contribution to advancing LCC within FHYA.
LCC embraces many complex .issuts; some are readily apparent, others are more
subtle. Prior to more active FHWA involvement, endorsement, or technical support
of LCC, FHWA sponsored research is necessary to:

(1) more clearly define, explore, and resolve identified LCC Issues;
(2) identify and explore other-important LCC issues not currently

identified; and
(3) develop a comprehensive auoroach to incorporate the research

findings into integrated procedures for the various LCC applications..

Policv Recmndatjons

The Task Forct.rtcomnends that FHWA policy explicitly promote the long-term cost-
effective use of, Federal funds, both in its internal operations and in the
Federal-cd highway program.

The FHWA should continue to use LCCA and cost-effectiveness considerations in its-
internal operations to evaluate the condition and performance trend of the
Nation's highways, and to determine whether or not we are using resources to the
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aaximm advantage in PCfi!evlng the national transportation goals. other fntem;ll
applicatlont could include developing and analyzing highway .invesant po;lc
developing and evaluating cast allocation studfes, and evaluation of competi,,.
1~~s tichnologies and other R&&activities.

The FM&should increaSe its efforts to enCOUrage,.supdort,  and implement State
and local use of life-cycle cost analysis principles at all decision levels. It
should develop model 'LCC guidelines, bullding on extensive existing LCCA
knowledge base including that of State and local highway agencies. The FHYA
should make these LCCA guidelines available to highway agencies and require
consideration of LCC in the Urban and Statewide Planning processes. The FHUA
should also require the development of LCC and cost-effectiveness information as
part of each ISTEA mandated management system.

In response to specific ISTEA LCC requirements, FHUA should focus on program
rather than project specific requirements. The FHUA should provide guidance on
conducting LCCA, require that it be conducted, and ensure that the results are
explicitly considered in the decisionmaking process. It should m become
involved in conducting or reviewing/approving actual LCCA's conducted by State
and local highway agencies, even on Federal-aid highway program funded projects.

Research Recomncndationt :

In order to move forward with LCCA, FHUA should initiate research and training,
necessary to foster improved LCC analysis at all decision levels. -

Because of the financial/economic focus, the research should be conducted by a
multi-disciplinary team that draws on the strengths of economists, financia'
analysts, and other appropriate disciplines, as well as the highway engineerfr
community. -' ..-r;. '*-&'-I : ,L. k, .L. r.2. - ;; . .

- .-. ".
Because of the enbrmity and.complexity of'LCCA and the pervasiveness of potential
application opportunities, it will be difficult to formulate a comprehensive
research work plan with existing in-house resources.

The Task force recommends that FHUA pursue a two-phase LCCA contract research
effort as follows:

Phase I - an innovative exploratory rassarch affort.

Phase II - a traditional, in depth,, detailed research effort
into specific LCCA issue areas identified in phase I.

Phase I - Exoloratorv Research

The exploratory research phase would require that selected contractor(s) develop
an intef-disciplinary  team acceptable to FHWA that would; \

1. Explore policy issues and the implications of various FHYA
courses of action.
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2. Identify SPeClflt LCC research needs rsoocirttd with the COursts
of action identified.

3. Dtvtlop a detailed work plan and cost proposal that addrtssts tht
tpacific research needs identified.

Because- of the .compltxity of LCCA, and the relatively inexpensive cost
anticipattd for the exploratory research, the Task Force belleves it would be
extremely beneficial (i.e., cost efftctjve from a LCC perspective) to fund
multiple research teams for this early stage research. The Task Force envisions
awarding multiple contracts under one primary exploratory research contract. The
exact number of exploratory research contracts to bt funded would bt based on the
responses received to the request for proposals (RFP).

The Phase II research component it basically designed to carry out the specific
research that will be proposed in the detail td work plans dtvtloptd by the inter-
disciplinary teams under Phase I. Upon completion of the Phase 1 exploratory
research, FHYA would evaluate the research tram(r) findings and proposed work
plans. At that point, fHYA would decide whether to fund of all or part of the
research actlvitits identified by one or all the exploratory research
contractors. The Task Force envisions the Phase II component would.be an option
included in the Phase I research contract.

On completion of this proposed two-phase rtstrrch effort, PHUA will still need
to consolidate the various research teams efforts, product LCCA guldelfnts, and
where necessary, develop LCCA policy, technical rdvttorier, and posstbly
regulations. the Task Force rtcoawnds that the final component would be to
establish appropriate tralnlng program(t).

Ylth the concurrence of the Research andDevelopment Executive Board, the lark
Force will establish a LCCA'working group to develop an RFP consistent with the

preceding recomntndations. Preliminary estimates are that an RFP could be ready
for early FY 93 Funding. funding for the second phase would not be necessary
until FY 94.
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2. Idtntlfy sptcifit LCC research needs l ts~cirttd with tht CtUfSts
of action identified.

3. Develop a dctalltd work plan and Cost proposal that addresses the
specific research needs jdentifled.

Because- of the .ccmplcxity of LCCA, and the rclrtlvcly lncxpcnrlvc cost
antfcipated for the exploratory research, the Task Force believes It wuld be
extremely beneftcial (i.e., cost effective from a LCC perspective) to fund
multiple research teams for thls early stage research. The Task Force tnvlxions
awarding multfplt contracts under one primary exploratory research contract. The
exact number of exploratory research contracts to be funded would be based on the
responses received to the request for proposals (RFP).

Phase 11 - trfled Resm

The Phase II research component is basically designed to carry out the sptcific
research that will be proposed in the dttailtd work plans developed by the intcr-
ditcipl inary teams under Phase I. Upon completion of the Phase I exploratory
research, FHUA would evaluate the rtstarch team(s) findings and propostU work
plans. At that point, FHUA would decide whether to fund of all or part of the
research activities identified by one or all the exploratory research
contractors. The Task Force envisions the Phase II component would be an option
included in the Phase I research contract.

On completion of this proposed two-phase research effort, FHUA will st311 need
to consolidate the various research teams efforts, produce LCCA guidtl.ines, and
where ntcttsary, develop LCCA policy, technical advisorlet, and pottlbly
regulations. The Task Force itcomendt that the final component ueuld be to
establish l pproptlatt ttaintng. progtm(S).
Uith the concurrmct of the Research and Development Executive Board, the Task
Force will establish a LCCA'working group to develop an RFP consistent with the
preceding rtcomnendations. Preliminary tstiraates on that an RFP could bt ready
for early FY 93 Funding. Funding for the second phase would not be necessary
until FY 94.

.- 
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IOO or mom years. The consideration of
longer design lives wiil require longer
analysts periods in J.,UX. Analysis
penods for projects involving other
modes generally should he long enough
to cover the full lifsaxpntancv of the
investment-the time%xatil  bcilitie5
would have to be reconstructed if
tniualiy constructed to an optimum
desqn. These lives would vary
according to the modal alternative being
exammed.  analysts periods for all
protect altematlves should be the same
len

I!?einciuaion of user costs in LCCA
is particularly controversial among
some Stntea. Part of the contmvsny over
user costs is the fat that they often are
many tunes higbst thM Agency tats
and mn critically influence decisions.
While AU motonsta  do not value gusts of
delays as h@ly u do unnmsti
travelem  the costs and hst pnxhtivity
to businesses of delaya  u0und work
zones M simply to0 high to ignore. In
fact. such dekys ugurbly have a greater
impm on budmu thut deiays
assocmted  wtth inadequate capacity
because businesses hctor nod
congestion coar into their pians;  but
delays  uound work tones generally
Cannot be forsseen  and thus M more
disruptive.  TeCbniai  advis0ries  t0 be
develo

i?
on AArimAting Mar oplming

andde yamtswilladdrwathisiaaue
in gmater detail.

In addition to inueaaed deiay and
vehicle operating c~dr. ruhabiliublon
and maintenures  acWitiee may result in
increased atident costs around work
zones. Technical l dviaoriea will be
developed to assist  in estimating
increases  in accident rates associated
with diffemnt types of rahabilitation
and marnte~ l ctivitia. The most
comprehensive infonrution  on the co68
of motor vebidb acCidenta  is amtahd
in the Nationai Highway T&c Safety
Adminirtrati~n’r  publication. “The
Economic Cost of Motor Vebicb
Crashes, 1990." A copy of this
document is l vaiiabie in the public
docket for this notice.

The proper use of the diawunt  rate
has been an issue for LAXA. cart-hone61
analysts and other-w of ttconohc
anaiysls as well. Among the issub M’
the relation&p between the diroount
rate and mfhon. fa~toxs that affact  the
choice  of mtes. and how to &tabbah
rates over a iong analysis period. OfiCr,
of Management and Budget DMB)
circular  A-% “Guidetines  md
Dscouat Rat13  for Benefit40st  Analysis
of Federai Programs,” provides
guidance on eelectmg appropriate
discount rates for OC0nOmiC  analyses.
Since the choiix of discouxlt rite Can ’
affect Aalive  life-cycb  costs. sensittvity

analyiis mav be appropriate if hvo or
mOt+e ahematrves are ciose in cost, if
streams of costs and benefits among
altemattves vary significantiv over time.
or if the discount rate is outside the
range of discount rates recommended by
OMB.

The FHWA will deveiop training and
kchnial assistance materials to address
issues in LCC.4.  These materials should
supplement guidancu  on economic
analysis techniques contamed in
MSHKI’s 1977 publication. “A
Manual on User Benefit hnalysls of
Highway and Bus-liansit
imprvvements.”  1 the “Red Book.” in
the forthcoming update to that
publication which was developed under
National Coopewtiw Highway Uessucb
Pmgmm Projtxt 7-12. and in other
guidance on LCCA issues. While
additional matarlals  are being
developed. thu interim policy  statement
provides guidance  on LMlA pruxipies
appliubke  to brgbway and structure
design.

The FHWA is reviewing its policy on
alternative  bridge d&gas (53 FR 21637.
June 9.19661 for consistency  with this
intmim lifaqch cost 8ndysia policy a8
well  as with Ewcutive  Order 12893.
POiiV

The following is FHWA’s  LCCA
policy  for inhutnrcrurr  inwstment
uldyses. It !eprwenu good pea that
should be followed by States and loal
tlaMportAtionAgend0¶  in nuking
sxM=d PW=~ invarmmt

1. L&cycle costs are M important
coastdentioa in all highway investment
duisionr.

2.ThelewlofdetailinLCCAshould
be wmme~unt0 with the kwl of
inwstment  invohd and the types of
AhrmAtiV~  king MAlyz4xL  InvastmAnts
on the NHS gmmdly warrant mom
detailed a&ysis than in~srments on
non-NHS routes. Similarly. crwhtlon
of dcdsionr  whether to rec.on&uct  or
nbabilitate  a feriiity werru~.~ more
detailed ana tysis than cxmsideration  of
ahetip&~y~aesh

pmliles may be deveioped  rod used as
the basis far evaluating 8hemative8  for
general  types of impr0vem+s. such as.
consideration of Jtmnatiw  pavement
designs or different types of bridges on
various  functionJ class highways.
Major progmms and projects. however.
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often will nquire consideration of a
broad range of alternative  mhabilitatton
ad reconstruction opoons and more
detailed analysis of potential
ahematives. The potentill applic&lit~
and use of LCCA profiles wiu be
&cussed in greater detail in futun
technical advisories.

4. Other factors. including budgetat,..
environmentai. and safety
considerations. Iegitmately influence
highway mvestment  de&tons  and
should be considered along with the
results of LCU in evaluaung
investxnent dtemativsr.  Lifccyck cost
analysis principles should be used in
conpuxtion with 0thn appmpriate
erxnomic  an&air technrquea  in
pavement and bridge management
systems. Systemwide OT network
objectives as well as project  level
coaarns should be considered  in
decisionmaking.  and both kw& of
rnrlysis should consider  life-cycle
costs.

5. Analysis periods should be for the
life of the bcility or system of hcilitia
being uwlu~ti and abouid l cwunt for
CoaA of bnuamb~ future l uions.
&uly-sia psriods  should  not he lwa than
75 yean hx major bridge,  tunnel. ix
hydra& system invastma~,  and not
kuthAn35y0Amfor wmmt
illwstments.  Longer ccigElliWSlMybe
l ppmpriate f0r the NHS 0r other major
routsr or amidan.

6. Aik l ppr0ptita
uttidpted duhng theY3zmod
should be conaidued  In the analysis.
induding tmfk wntml  wets during
nuintwuu~~ and xahabilitation.  costs of

oFftmingweuforNchthingsutuImel
lighting end wntihtian.  h thae cama
wbem tb~ agency  rsqtiimd to opmu a
fuiiityisnottheonemakingtha
inwsanent deckion.  it is imponant for
the funding aguncy to indud op0mting
cos?s borne by othu ogllrliutioM
nssponsibie  for operating the facilities.

7. User costs inch~ding  increased
vehidt  operating costs. l CCident costs.
and dely-mktbd Costs incunsd
throughout the analysis period should
be considered in UXX Wreawd CON
due to deteri0ratu.i  riding surfaces.
cinxitous routzings. and rddanta and
dekys uouad and Lhmugh rmiatananm
and amsauction work z0nes M all
importAnt

&Futumagatxymduarauts
ahwld be diu0tmmd’to  net resent
value or conveftod to afuiwrent
unif0nn  anuual   using appmprhte
digcount rAmA. Dimcount  r8tsshctd
should be consistant with guidance
pmvided in CIMB Cixculu  A-94.
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INFORHATION: 1991 Inter-modal Surface TransportatioB
Efficiency Act (ISTEA) Implementation are MAY 21 ~
Interstate Maintenance Program

Associate Administrator for
Program Oevelopment

Acoly (0
Atln o f HNG- 13

Regional Federal Highway Administrators
Federal Lands Highway Program Administrator

The purpose of this memorandum is to provide written guidance regarding the
provisions in the 1991 ISTEA which created the Interstate maintenance (IM)
program.

Authorizations - Section 1003

Section ‘1003(a)(l)  establishes the first annual authorizations for the
IM program for FY 1992 through FY 1997, in amounts ranging from $2.431 billion
to $2.914 billion.

ADDortionments - Section 1009

Section 1009 modified Section 104(b)(S)(B) of Title 23, which previously
established the apportionment formula for the I-4R program. The formula .
remains based on the same factors, lane-mile (55 percent) and vehicular miles
of travel (45 percent), for apportioning IM funds, but the formula now
includes those Interstate routes designated under Sections 103 and 139(c)
of Title 23 plus Interstate routes designated under 23 U.S.& Section 139(a)
before March 9, 1984 (except toll roads not subSect to a secretarial
agreement as provided in Section 105 of the Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1978).
Section 104(b)(S)(B) of Title 23 provides that no State shall receive less
than one-half percent of the total IH funds apportioned annually.

The certificate of apportionment of FY 1992 funds was transmitted by the
FHWA Notice N 4510.264 dated December 18, 1991.

Availability - Section 1020

Section 1020(a) rewrites 23 U.S.C. 118 and provides that IU funds shall remain
available for obligation in a State for a period of 3 years after the last day
of the fiscal year for which they are authorized. For example, FY 1992 funds
were apportioned on December 18, 1991, and will lapse on September 30, 1995,
and FY 1993 funds will be apportioned on October 1, 1992, and will lapse on
September 30, 1996.
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Federal Sharq - Section IO21

Section 1021(a) provides that the Federal share on all IH projects shall be
90 percent, except as modified in States with sliding scales.

Eliaibility - Section 1009

Section 1009(e)(S) amends 23 U.S.C. 119(a) to permit the Secretary to approve
IH funded projects for resurfacing, restoring, and rehabllltating routes on
the Interstate System designated under Sections 103 and 139(c) of Title 23,
and routes designated prior to Hatch 9, 1984, under Section 139(a) and (b) of
Title 23.

Section 1009(e)(3) amends Section 119(c) of Title 23 to establish types of
work eligible for IM funding. The section has been interpreted to include as
eligible, those work items which provide for 3R work on existing features on
the Interstate route and its interchanges and grade separations within normal
'touchdown limits." For example, the rehabilitation of existing roadside
hardware may include IH funding for work such as bringlnq old guardrail up to
current standards, maintenance of impact attenuators, refurbishing existing
traffic control signs, pavement markings, and other devices, etc. However,
excluded from eligibility for Xl4 funding are all new work elements, such as
new interchanges, new ramps, new rest areas, new noise walls, or other work
which does not resurface, restore, or rehabilitate an existing element.

Existing bridges (including over crossing structures) may be replaced with
IM funds, provided they meet the structurally deficient criteria of the
bridge program. Bridges classified as functionally obsolete may also be
replaced with IH funding, except that capacity expansion elements should be
subject to the limitations discussed in the following paragraphs.

Section 1009(a) prohibits IM funding for the portion of the cost of any
project attributable to the expansion of the capacity of any Interstate
highway or bridge, except for the addition of high-occupancy vehicle lanes or
auxiliary lanes (such as truck climbing lanes).

In determining what portion of a project It eligible for IM funding and what
portion is capacity expansion (and, therefore, not eligible for IU funds), the
basic purpose of the project should be considered. If the.project,is a
combination of preservation and capacity expansion, the cost should be split
with 3R items eligible for IH funding and capacity expansion items eligible
for other funds. In determining the split, it may be helpful to vlsualite the
project without the capacity expansion work (added lanes, bridge widening or
extension for example) and allow IM funding for all necessary 3R items. .

Section 1009(e)(4) amends 23 U.S.C. 119(e) to allow IU funding for preventative
maintenance activities, which a State can demonstrate through its pavement
management system, are a cost-effective means of extending Interstate pavement
life. Preventative maintenance includes activities such as sealing joints and
cracks, patching concrete pavement, shoulder repair, and.restoration of
drainage systems which are found to be cost-effective projects resulting in
extending the service life of pavements.
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This provision has been extended administratively to allow IM funding for other
preventative maintenance activities. ExamPk may include structure work such
as crack sealing, joint repair, Seismic retrofit, scour countermeasures, and
painting of steel members which are cost-effective in extending the service
life of the structure.

Toll Roads, Bridaes and Tunnels - Section 1012

Section 1012(d) provides that existing toll agreements entered into under
Section 119(e) or 129 of Title 23 prior to and in effect on the date of
enactment of the 1991 ISTEA, shall continue in effect. All new agreements must
be executed in accordance with the provisions of the 1991 ISTEA. Guidance on
the use of Federal-aid funds on toll roads has been provided by Mr. Kane's
memorandum of March 12, 1992.

Discretionary Funds

There is no provision for set aside of funds from the IM program for
discretionary purposes. Also there is no provision for reallocation of
apportioned IM funds which lapse at the end of the availability period.

Section 1020 does provide for a continuation of the I-4R discretionary fund
program that is separate and distinct from the It4 program, The source of the
I-4R discretionary funds is an annual set aside from National Highway System
(NHS) funds. These I-4R discretionary funds may be used for II+type projects
or for other improvements on the Interstate including projects to provide
additional Interstate capacity. A memorandum was issued on December 20, 1991,
which outlined procedures for applying for FY 1992 I-4R discretionary funds. A
similar memorandum will be issued annually.

Transferability - Section 1009

Section 1009(e)(S)(D) and (E) modifies 23 U.S.C. 119(f) to allow a State to
unconditionally transfer an amount not to exceed 20 percent of its
IM apportionment to its apportionments under 23 U.S.C. 104(b)(l) for the NHS,
or 23 U.S.C. 104(b)(3) for the Surface Transportation Program (STP).

Section 1009(b) further amends 23 U.S.C. 119(f) to allow a State to transfer an
amount in excess of the 20 percent unconditional I!! fund transfer, if the State
certifies to the Secretary that (1) the sums to be transferred are in excess of
its needs for resurfacing, restoration or rehabilitating its Interstate System
routes and (2) the State is adequately maintaining the Interstate System, and
if the Secretary accepts the certification.

State requests to transfer IM funds should be submitted to the Division
Administrator and may be approved by the Regional Federal Highway Administrator.
Funds transferred into the STP will be transferred into the State Flexible
Appropriation Code 330.
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Adequate Maintenance of the Interstate hstem

Requiretients for lhe State to certify that it IS adequately maintaining the
Interstate System and that the Sekretrry develop criteria for detennintng what
constitutes "adequate maintenance" were added by Section 1009(c)(2).

Ye anticipate that formal rulemaking may be necessary to allow input from the
States in the development of deftnitive guidance on what constitutes adequate
maintenance. Therefore, for the purpose of evaluating State requests to
transfer I!! funds, in excess of the 20 percent unconditional auwnt, and until
such time as these criteria are established, the guidance contained in the
Federal-Aid Policy Guide, CFR 635E and its supplement (old FHPn 6-4-3-l) should
be used for determining whether the State is adequately wintaining the
Interstate System.

eadvH

This guidance will be updated in the future.if further clarifications are found
necessary. Questions about what constitutes adequate aintenance of the
Interstate System should be directed to the Construction and Maintenance
Oivision (HNG-21). Pavement manageamnt systeins are coordinated by the Pavewt
Division (HNG-41). Other questions about the IFl program should be directed to
the Interstate and Program Support Branch (HNG-13).

- -1 -.
Anthony R. Kane
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-z#rmiha: Proventiw Maintenance
.- ,. Oar JuL27s92. -

Associate Administrator for ~mvm HNC-10 .PIom Program Development Awl ol

Regional Federal Highway Administrators
To: Federal Lands Highway Program Administrator

Section 119 of Title 23, United States Code, was amended by the. -
Intermodal Surface Transportation Efffcicnv Act of 1991 to
provide specific Federal-aid fund eligibility ior preventive
maintenance on Interstate highways.
We consider preventive maintenance to include.roadvay activities
such as joint repair, pavement patching, shoulder repair, and
restoration of drainage systems,

.

crack seal ing,  joint  repair,
and bridge activities such as .

seismic retrofit, scour
countermeasures, and painting., Such work is eligible for
Federal-aid participation where th8 work is datemined to be
cost-effective for preserving tha pavement and bridge stmacture
and extending the pavement and bridge life to at least achieve
the design lif8 qf fh8 facility.

-. _
hue to the nature of preventive maintrnarke type work, the
Division Administrator may approve a request to advance this type
of project on Interstate highways without including safety or .
gconetric enhancements, but with the understanding that
appropriate safety and geometric enhancements will be an integral
part of future 3R/4R projoc;ts. This approach may also F-e applied
to minor work the Division Administrator considers clig..ble Yor
federal-aid funding on other Federal-aid highways. ?reventiva
maintenance or minor work items shall not degrade any existing
safety or geometric aspects 02 the facility. -

: .
. .

Anthony R. Kanr





SuDtS~~ INFORMATION: Interstate Maintenance Progrlls Date June 14, 1993

Reov 10
From Executive Director Am 01 HNG-21

.T O Regional Federal Highway Administrators
Division Administrators
Federal Lands Highway Program Administrator

Over the last decade, the State highway agencies have carried out necessary
resurfacing, restoration, rehabilitation and reconstruction (4R) of Interstate
highways in l ccordance.with the provisions of 23 U.S.C. 119 using funds
apportioned under 23 U.S.C. 104(b)(S)(B). Since there was no differentiation
in eligibility or pro rata funding for the various classes of work, there was
not ,a need to develop strict definitions for determining whether the proposed
work was resurfacing, restoration, rehabilitation or reconstruction. General
definitions for pavement reconstruction and pavement rehabilitation (3R) are
included in the 'Pavement Policy' (23 CFR 626) which w?t established in 1988.

Currently, some questions pertaining to the definltIont for rehabilitation and
reconstruction have been raised since Section lOOS(e)'of the ISTEA of 1991
generaily eliminated reconstruction on the Interstate Systela' from eligibility
under 23 U.S.C. 119, Interstate Maintenance (It!) Program. As revised, this
sectiar. promotes maintenance of the Interstate System through approval of
projects for resurfacing, restoration and rehabilitation, and through
preventive maintenance activities.

Preventive maintenance includes restoration or rehabilitatict of specific
elements of a highway facility when it can be demonstrated that such
activities are a cost-effective means of extending the pavement life. The
list of spectfic work elements which are generally accepted as extending the
service life of pavements and bridges is extensive. In general, any work
which provides additional pavement structural capacity (general overlays or
replacement of.portions of the pavement structure), or' prevents the intrusion
of water into the pavement or pavement base (seal- chats, joint seals, crack
seals, overlays), or provides for removal of water that is in the pavement or
pavement base (underdrains , restoration of drainage systems), restores
pavement rideabilfty (profiling, milling), or prevents the deterioration of.
bridges (cleaning and painting, seismic retrofit, scour countermeasures, deck'
rehabilitation or repair, deck drain cleaning) are considered to be work which
extends the service life of the highway, These typical preventive maintenance
work items are not intended to be all inclusive but are rather a limited list
of examples. The changes made by Section 1009(e) of the ISTEA of 1991 allow
considerable flexibility in determining, based on -3od engineering analysis,
the most cost-effective method of extending the sei{ice life of the existing
Interstate pavements and bridges.
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Each of the States either have, or are in the process of developing pavement,
bridge and other management systems in response to the ISTEA of 1991 and
previous FHWA p@!!cits. One of the purposes of a pavement management system
is to identify cost-qffpctive strategies for proposed pavement work. In some
cases, the inost cost-effective‘ pavement strategy my be removal and
replacement of all or part of a badly deteriorated pavement structure.
However, if a removal and replacement strategy is considered ineligible for In
funding, a less cost-effective strategy may be selected by the State based
only on the class of available funding. Forcing any particular strategy based
primarily on availability of funds would not provide the public with the best
use of Federal-aid funds. Therefore, in order'to provide the States with
necessary flexibility and still meet the intent of the revised 23 U.S.C. 119,
pavement work which is identified by the State's pavement management system as
being cost-effective, including removal and replacement strategies, where no
additional capacity is provided is eligible as an IH Program funded project.

Reconstruction on the Interstate Systemmay still be approved: however, unless
the proposed work meets ,the eligibility requirements' of 23 U.S.C. 119(c),‘such
work must use funds other than those apportioned under 23 V.S.C. 104(b)(5)(B).

Mr. Anthony R. Kane's Hay 21, 1992, memorandum on ‘1991 Intermodal Surface
Transportation Efficiency Act (ISTEA) Implementation Interstate Maintenance
Program" listed, as examples, scveril types of improvements which were not
eligible for I!! funding.
confusion.

The example concerning %w r-s' has created some
As a result, further clarification is necessary.

After reviewing the legislation,. we have deteraPined that the addition ofrnew
ramps at existing,inttrchanges  is properly a part of '1nterchmge *. I' --
reconstruction' and does not constitute added capacity under 23 U.S.C. -119(g).
Eligible new ramps may include those associated with reconstruction of
existing interchanges necessitated by traffic growth or operational problems.

Examples might include the addition of one or more loops to an existing
diamond interchange, the addition of a directional ramp to relieve Interstate
traffic congestion, or the addition of a ramp or'ramps to provide a missing
traffic movement. These examples are -also not intended to be all inclusive.
In general, new ramps associated with the reconstruction of an existing
interchange are eligible for IM funding and conversely, new ramps on an
Interstate route where there is presently no existing interchange art not
eligible for III funding.

In addition to these comments and guidance concerning*pavement and interchange
eligibility; any proposals for Itl funded projects should include
considerations for safety or geometric enhancements in accordance with
Mr. Kane's July 27, 1992, memorandum on "Preventive Plointenanct.'

h

E. Dean Carlson
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MCTfiWtS [Center for Micro-

computers in Transportation),
is a softwore distribution and
user support center, originally
established by the Federal
Highway Administration

(FHWA), ond now supported
by the Federal Transit Admin-
istrotion (FTA). The Mcrri~ns

Center provides support to
microcomputer users through
technical ossistonca of the
software it distributes.

Our go01 is to ~4~4 OS tt14’

notion’s primary centor for
technical support and distribu.

tion of highway transportation
and transit software. With a
staff of exports in o wide
range of sp4ciaitios.

MC Trans holds inquiries on
o variety of subiects,  such 0s:
what programs are available

for your needs, which corn

puhr should bo purchased to
run your roftwaro,  and help
with specjfic programs.

As a support centor, we learn
about what software others
ore using ond hear obout

programs that you arm looking
for. F44l ho to call MC Tram
with your questions: l-800.
226-l 013 (24-hour  mersoge

hotline); (904) 392.0378;
Fox: (904) 392-3224; or
logon to Mckink,  our 24hour
electronic bulletin boord,

(904) 392-3225.
McFindor,  the MC Tram
catalogan-dirk,  is updated
quart4rly. This catalog is up
doted annually, with quarterly
updates in the McTrans
Newsletter.  80th con bo
obtained fro4 on request.
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HIGHWAY ENGINEERING
PAVEMENTS

: Carson City PMS
The Carson City Pavement Management Sys-
tem was developed under an FHWA Rural
Technical Assistance Program (RTAPP)  project.
Road inventory data include street name, seg-
ment limits and location, subgrade  strengths,
lengths, widths and surrounding land uses.
Structural information mcludes presence of
curb and gutter, shoulder width, surface and
base type, thickness and deflection. The condi-
tion survey includes information on ride qual-
ity, alligator cracking, ravelling and longihadi-
nai plus traverse cracking as the recorded forms
of distress; and acceptable, tolerable and unac-
ceptable listed as the three degrees of severity.
The total quantity of each distress and severity
combination is recorded for each street segment
and deduct values assigned. Traffic survey in-
formation includes volumes and classification.
The tvpe and extent of distress determine the re-
habilitation strategy alternative. The ride qual-

ity, alligator cracking and status of sudace ravel-
ling are checked. Then, depending on the traffic

index (a measure of truck volume and weights),
a maintenance and rehabilitation treatment is
recommended. Priorities are assigned based on a
cost-benefit ratio determined as a function of
cost-per-vehicle-mile. Cost estimates are then
applied and listed with the expected life cycle
before new treatments are required.
LOS: 3 (from FHWA)
Operating System: IBM PC/MS-DOS Ll+
(3MK and Hard Disk1
Suppofling Software: dBASE III+
Product* Description
CCPMS Canon City PMS. 7/89
CCPMS.D D o c u m e n t a t i o n

Price

550
510

E L S Y M  5
ELSYM 5 is a computerized procedure which
models a three-dimensional idealized elastic
layered pavement 5y5tem. iI compute5 the vul-

ous component stresses, smins, and displKc
merits along with princie  vaIuo at IOC&ON

specified by the user, within the liyemi pdvt

ment. This program was developed for the Fed-
eral Highway Administration.
LOS: 3 (from FHWA)
Operating System: IBM f’C/MS-DOS  21+
Product* Description Price

ELSYM ELSYMS, 12/s WI
ELSYM.D Documentation $5

EXPEAR
EXPEAR (mpcrt system for eavemenb  EvaIu-
ation And Rehabilitation) is a comprehensive
computerized system to assist engineers in
evaluating concrete highway pavements, dc
veloping feasible rehabilitation alternatives.
and predicting the perforrn~ce and cost l ffec-
tiveness of the alternatives. In its current state
of development it is considered an excellent

training tool. Some modifications would be
required to make this program suitable for
routine use.
A computer program has been developed for
each of the three pavement types: jointed
Plain Concrete Pavement (JPCP,, Jointed Rein-
forced Concrete Pavements (JRCP),  and Con-
tinuously Reinforced Concrete Pavement
(CRCP).  The current version is EXPEAR 1.4
which possesses the capability to do life-cycle
cost analysis and to delay rehabilitation up to
five yea”.
EXPEAR was developed by the University of
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign under FHWA
administrative funded or Highway Planning
and Research funded contracts. Further work
to enhance the capabilities of EXPEAR is pro-
posed. A hard disk is recommended both for
speed of execution and storage of data files.
EXPEAR comes from Kathleen T. Hall of the
University of Illinois. A supplemental docu-
ment describing the Concrete Pavement Evalu-
ation and Rehabilitation System is also avail-
able.
LOS: 3
dperating System: IBM PC/MS-DOS 3.0+
ProductU Description Price
EXPEAR EXPEAR, Ver.l.4 $45
EXPEAR.0 Documentation 520
EXPEAR.DS S u p p l e m e n t a l  D o c u m e n t  $25

HDM-III and HDM-PC
HDM-III and HDM-PC (Highway Design and
Maintenance Standards Model) is designed to
make comparative cost atinuta and economic
evaluations of different construction and main-
tenance options, including different time stag
ing strategies, either for a given road section or
an entire network. The concept can simpiy be
outlined as: determining corb, adding the set
of cosb over time and comparing the total cost
strums for various maintetunce and const~c-
tion aItenWivt5.
HD-PC idu&s the tote HDM-III mod& a fr
dity to input data, a mechanism to use the out-
puts with Lotus l-Z-3, and a constrained version
of the Expenditure Budgeting Model (EBM). If
HDM ir used with the EBM, it is capable of
comparing options under year-to-year budget
consminb.
The basic &ta requirements are the network de
5+3tion,  coomwtion optioru, maintenance
sturduds and unit coab. vehicle dwacttristia
and unit co&s, traffic volumes and pmjcaion*
exogenous benefits  and co&s,  and uulysis period
and discount rates, The prqgun is distributed Q-
&siveIy by MC rn~ under License fmm the
World Bank in WuhiryQ~ DC.
The H’DM-PC comas in two veaioru:  1) fully sup-
potttd,  which includes free techniul asaistancc
and updates and 2) unsupported, which tus no
~uppoti sltvica. Both in&de the HDM-PC
uwi5 Mutual  and the EBM. The EBM may aiso

be purchased separately (PC only). The main-
frame version is only available as fully sup
ported. The main HDM-III documentahon
1HDM.DVl  and .DV2 below), which describe the
model in detail, must be purchased separately.
A French version of HDM Ill is available from
PENDC of Paris or through McTritns.  Call for
details.
LOS: 1 (Copyright 1988, the World Bank)
Operating System: IBM PC’MS-DOS  2.2+ WOK
and Hard Disk) and Mainframe
Product* Description Price
HDM Fully supported HDM-PC, 5400

Ver.2.0 (incl.  EBM. Usef  s
Manual, Volumes 1.2 and
HDM Manager)

EBM Fully supported version 560
Of EBM tin& L’SP<S %ldnUdi)

HDM.UPG Upgrade to supported 5300
HDM.UN Unsupported HDM-PC 5100

(incl.  EBM and Use<s Manual)
EBM.UN Unsupported version of 530

EBM lincl. Usefs  .Manual)
HDM.D Extra copies of HDM-PC Slj

Usefs  Sfanual
HDM.DVl  HDM model documentation $20

. Vol. 1: Description of HDM-III
HDM.DVZ  HDM model documentation S25

Vol. 2~ Use<5 ,Manual  for
HDM-III

HDM Manager
HDM Manager is a user-friendly shell environ-
ment for specific customued  applications of
HDM-III. It stores the input data in an efficient
manner, creates all the required HDM-III input
files, tuns the HDM-III program, collects the
results and presents the results in a practical
way. It provides a simple but powerful package
for learning and using the major concepts of
HDM-III.
HDM Manager is designed to be used with the
full HDM-III package and documentation.
which must be obtained separately. HDM
Manager comes from the World Bank and is tn-
cludcd  with t h e  f u l l y - s u p p o r t e d  HDM-III.
LOS: 3 (Copyright 1993, The World Bank)
Operating System: IBM PC/MS-DOS 3.1+
Product# Description Price
HDM.MGR  HDM Manager, Vcr.2.0 515

ILLI-RACK
ILLI-BACK  is a closed-form backcalculation
procedure for rigid pavements. It is a comput-
erized adaptation of a rigorous, theoretically
sound and tfficient  backcalculation proce-
dure, applicablt to two-layer, rigid pavtment
systems. This method simplifies considtrably
the effort required in interpreting nondestruc-
tivt testing (NOT) data. A unique feature of
this approach is that in addition to yielding
the required backcllculated  parameters. it aIs0

___, --e.--
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allows an evaluation of, the degree to which
the in situ system behaves as idealized by
theory, and provides an indication of possible
equipment shortcomings when these arise in
the field.

The ILLI-BACK backcalculation procedure
considers a two-layer system, consisting of a
rigid pavement slab resting on an elastic solid
IES) or a dense liquid IDL) foundation. The
backcalculation process requires four sensor
deflections and utilizes the concept for deter-
mining the Area of the deflecting basin.
When ILLI-BACK  is executed on a personal
computer, execution time per deflection basin
permits the interpretation of a vast amount of
YDT data in a very reasonable time. The
method makes It feasible for the first time 10
have d practical backcalculation procedure at-
tached to the testing device in the field, pro-
viding instant checks on the accuracy of the
deflection results generated, while there is
still time and opportunity for remedial action.
The program supports English and %Ietric
units and runs interactively or in batch mode
and is distributed in Copy-Protected format.
LOS: 7 (Copyright 1988, A.M. loannides)
Operating System: lB.M PCMS-DOS  2.1+ and
math  coprocessor
Product* Description Price
ILBACK ILLI-BACK,  Ver.2.0 2225

ILLI-PAVE Algorithms
ILLI-PAVE  Algorithms is a program based on a
set of algorithms that were assembled from
ILLI-PAVE,  a very large complex finite element
program. The algorithms are contained in the
program called ILLIALCR in the form of a SC
ries of spreadsheets selected from the menus.
ILLI-P.%VE Algorithms can be used for prelimi-
nary design and analysis of flexible pavements.
This program was developed for the Federal
Highway Administration.
LOS: 3 (from FHWA)
Operating System: IBM PUMS-DOS tl+
Product* Description Price

ILLI ILL&PAVE,  lYB6 540
KLL1.W Documentation 55

JCP-1
JCP-1 (Jointed Concrete Pavement) determines
the serviceability and fatigue data for use in
rigid pavement design. The design process is
an iterative process in which a designer speci-
fies trial structural designs, determines the re-
quired inputs, executes the program, analyzes
the resulting fatigue and serviceability data,
modifies the design, and repeats the procedure.
The program will analyze any number of slab
thicknesses and provide outputs for each thick-
ness, while holding a11 other inputs constant.
LOS: 3 (from FHWA)

Operating System: IBM PUMS-DOS 2.0+

Productr Description Price

JCP Jointed Concrete $45
Pavement-l, 1286

JCP.0 Documentation 55

Long Beach PM
The Long Beach Pavement Management Sys-
tem was also developed under the FHWA Rural
Technical Assistance Program (RTAP) project.
The system uses data files for physical informa-
tion on the sections to be-included in the analy-
sis; pavement survey data detailing the condi-
tion of the surface; and information on the scor-
in& treatment and cost estimates for each road
segment. Traffic data are incbrporated into the
analysis in the form of a Traffic Index based on
ESAL’s. A: evaluation system is utilized which
rates the sections from the pavement surveys
and applies a decision tree to determine initial
proposed treatments and their estimated costs.
LBPMS analyzes both flexible (asphalt con-
crete) and rigid (Portland cement concrete)
pavement types and produces several interme-
diate and final reports.
LOS: 3 (From FHWA)
Operating System: IBM PC/MS-DOS 2.1+
(3MK and Hard Disk)
Supporting Software: dBASE III+
Productt Qescription
LBPMS Long Beach PMS, 61139
LBPMS.W Documentation

Price
90
SlO

MAPCON
MAPCON  (Methods for Analyzing Pavement
CONdition  data) is a comprehensive, but user
friendly package for pavement safety, rough-
ness, structural capacity and surface condition
analysis. MAPCON includes ELSYMS and the
Calfomia  FPMS and RPMS (which also are dir
tributed separately) and others. MAPCON pn+
vides “paths” to all the individual programs,
enabling the user to better analyze the pave-
ment conditions, which can then be made put
of a pavement management system.
MAPCON was developed by Pennsylvania
State University and ARE, Inc., under contract
to FHWA. A hard disk is highly desirable, but
not required.
LOS: 3 (from FHWA)
Operating System: IBM PG’MS-DOS  2.0+
(512K)
Product# Description * Price

MAPCON MAPCON,  4l87 SAW
MAPC0N.D  Documentation %5

MIX
MIX is a menu driven, BASIC program which
calculates the specific gravities of rggrepta
for the design of the asphalt mix and the pm-
portions of each aggregate in the mix. The pro-
gram is based on the methodology described in

the MS-2 Report published by the Asphalt I
stitute. No formal documentation is availabl
LOS: 5 (from University of Puerto Rico)
Operating System: IBM PC’MS-DOS 2.0~
Supporting Software: BASIC
ProductX Description P
511X MIX, I!80

MODULUS and PASELS
MODULUS and PASELS are two programs
assess the current condition of the moduli o
various structural Layers of existing asphalt
pavement. The moduli values are often ob-
tained through nondestructive testing with
use of falling weight deflectometers. The k
volume data collection capabilities of modt
nondestructive testing equipment require a
analysis method which is capable of rapid
backcalculation of pavement layer moduli
production mode of data reduction. A layet
elastic method, MODULUS, was developer
microcomputer use which is very fast in op
tion and provides consistently reliable rest
Random errors in the measurements and ST
tematic enors in the backcalculation proct
may be reduced-the former by repeating tt
measurements and the latter by using a mi
computer expert system, PASELS, to provi
consistently acceptable layer moduli value
These programs were developed under a
tional Cooperative Highway Research Prc
gram projec!, the results of which are pub
Iished as NCHRP Report 327, “Determini
Asphaltic Concrete Pavement Structural F
erties by Nondestructive Testing.” This n
which contains usefs  manuals for both p
grams, may be obtained through the Tran
tation Research Board, Washington, D.C.
LOS: 3
Operating System: IBM PC/MS-DOS LO-
Product) Description
MODUL MODULUS, Ver.J.0
PASEL P A S E L S ,  Ver.l.0

NULOAD
NULOAW is a computerized procedure th
evaluates the effect of legal load limit cha
on the (set of 12) life cycle costs of flexible
rigid, and/or composite pavements. Data I

are interactively input through NULWIN,
user-friendly processor for NULOAD. Co
erabie input data is required.
LOS: 3 (from FHWA)
Operating System: IBM PUMS-DOS Z.O+
Product* Description
NULOAD NULOAD, 1286
NUL0AD.D  Documentation

-‘C A T A L 0 0
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PAVECHEK
Pavechek is a software package for designing
interlocking concrete pavements. The struc-
tural design of flexible interlocking concrete
pavements can be accomplished quickly on
this menu-driven, PC computer based pro-
gram. Pavement cross section deskgns  can be
generated for both new or overlay interlock-
ing concrete pavements with unbound or
bound base materials. Various levels of so-
phistication can be used in the program de-
pending on the level of detail of input data
available. The design rationale IS based on the
widely used 1986 AASHTO “Guide for the
Design of Pavement Structures”.
LOS: 7
Operating System: [BM  PC!MS-DOS  Z.l+
(Graphics1
Productd Description Price
PAVECHEK Pavechek, Ver.l.0 555

Pavement Management
Forecasting Model .
Pavement .Management  Forecasting .Model
IP!%fF) is a Lotus l-2-3 template for use in plan-
ning roadway maintenance and strategies. It
runs in a Lotus, Release 2 environment and is
completely menu driven. Data on road maintt-
nance and construction unit costs, pavemtnt
dtterioration  rates, future funding estimates
and currtnt road conditions art required.
Based upon three repair strattgies, output is
generated in tabular summaries and graphic
plots. It allows changes at any level to ittratt
Lo desired results.
Agencies responsible for roadway maintenance
related funding decisions will find it ustful lo
compare various alternatives. The Lotus design
is included in Iht appendix for users who
might modify the algorithms to customized l P-
plications.  PMF was donatedby Mr. William
.Massicott of tht Mttropolitan Arta Planning
Council, Boston.
LOS: 3
Optrating Systtm: IBM PC/MS-DOS ZO+
Supporting Software: Lotus I-Z-3
Product I) Description Prict
PMF PMF, Ver. 1.0 s4a
PMF.D Documentation 115

Pavamont Managomont System
Pavemtnt Managtmtnt System (PMS) is a de-
cision support tool ustd to assist managtmtnt
responsiblt for allocating pavemtnt main&
nance resources. In a simple view, PMS is a
process whtre information about the pave-
mtnt system is collected, stored, analyzed and
rtporttd.
This third generation, Version 3.0, combines a
life cycle approach to pavement maintenance
with a user-friendly, mouse or ktyboard
drivtn graphical user inltrface.  This standard

system includes five modules for analyzing
inventory. history. pavement condition, cost
and budget. and a knowledge-based ranking
SyStem. It uses d maintenance priority ranking
system based upon the data collected and
stored in the other four modules. In addition,
the system’s modular design allows the inte-
gration with other software to provide en-
hanced graphical reports and system perfor-
mance feedback.
LOS: 7 (Copyright 1992, Resource Intema-
tional, Inc.)
Operation System:lBM  PC/MS-DOS 3.0+
Product* Description Price
PMS PMS 5695
PMSCIS PMS GIS version SZ.iOO

&.J PMSPro
PMSPro is a pavement management program
written in the %licrosoft  Windows environ-
ment using FoxPro for Windows. The program
allows the user lo completely customize the
program by defining decision trees. rehdbiiita-
tion strategies, deterioration curves. deduct
curves. and costs for different pavement types,
functional classes, and traffic classes. PMSPro
also contains other methods of calculating
condition scores such as: WADOT PSC, FAA
PCI, PAVER PCI.
PMSPro evaluates a street network both at tht
project level and tht netwdrk Itvtl. At the
Project Ltvtl, condition scorn are ustd to pri-
orititt strttts. Dtcision trtes tvaluatt the type
and amount of distress to stiect an appropri-
ate rehabilitation strattgy. PMSPro can evalu-
att all strttt segments or only those that havt
changed sinct tht last analysis.
A compltte cost accounting packagt  allows
costs to be adjusted according to the typt and
amount of distrtss  as wtll as othtr costs such
as flagging and l nginteting.
At tht Network Level, a simplifitd decision
pmceaa  uses future calculated condition scores
to select  an l ppropriatt rehabilitation strategy
and cost The analysis ptriod can rangt  from 5
to 80 yean. Evaluate by functional class or
traffic class. Carry unspent funds forward. PI+
oritize by Wont Fint or Last.
PMSPro also can handlt condition surveys or
ditches, sidtwalks, street signs and other
street accessories. A mainttnance  modult al-
lows tht tracking of past maintenanct  and
costs.
Compatible with most CIS programs. includ-
ing MapInfo  from MapInfo,  Inc. A GIS pro-
gram can display pavtmtnt condition. rtcom-
mended rthabilitation stratcgia.  pavcmtnt
types, sign inventory, etc. by connecting the
databases to a map.
LOS: 7 (Copyright 199201994, Pavement Engi-
neen,  Inc.)

Operating Software: IBM PC’MS-DOS 3.0+
Product X Description Price
PMSPRO PMSPRO Pavement 51.000

Ltanagement
Program Ver. 52

R o a d  ManagetrY
The Road MawgerrY is a modular roadway
management system. Its unique features are the
ability to include ALL roadway features in the
evaluation of a road section, a modular design,
user defined parameters allowing extensive
customization to fit local conditions and poli-
cies, and a modem software design using light
bar menus, a complete help system and pick
lists for easy data entry.
The General Roadway module serves as the
“control center” for all other modules, record-
ing road lengths, widths, classifications, etc., as
well as overall condition indices for eight dif-
ferent types of roadway features. The General
Roadway module can also be used as a stand
alone system. suitable for “windshield survey”
evaluation of a road nehuork.  I7ze Grneral
Roadway module IS requrrcd  for ~11 other mod-
ules.

The Asphalt Pavement, Roadway Drainage and
Roadway Utility modules allow the detailed in-
ventory and evaluation of roadway distresses,
drainage needs and utility related features.
These modults  include a user definable deci-
sion table that determines recommended re-
pairs or maintenanct.  All calculations related to
dettrmining  a condition index, recommended
repairs and estimated costs can be modified by
the user.
The lmprovtmtn~ Plan module uses infonna-
tion generated in the Asphalt Pavement, Road-
way Drainage and Roadway Utility modules lo
develop lists of recommended improvements
as well as required budgets to attain a given
network condition level. Tht computer-gentr-
rttd plan for impmvtmenb can be oveniddtn
by the user. The tstimated  dettriontion curves
ustd by the system in projecting future pave-
ment and utility patch condition can also be
modified.
The Repair History module sewes as an elec-
tronic file cabin& recording all work ptr-
formed on a road stction as it is completed. Tht
Street Diagram module graphically displays
and prints all Drainage and Utility features that
have been inventoried through thtir respective
modules.
LOS: 7 (Copyright 1989, The Info Center, Inc.)
Operating System: IBM PUMS-DOS  3.0+
(64OK and Hard Disk)
Product# Dtscription Price
RMRD General Roadway, Ver. 1.51 W99
RMAS Asphalt Pavtment 5995

Vu. 1.51
RMCR Gravel Road, Vtr. 1.51 s495
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